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SUMMARY 
Thisi document is Volume 2 of a three-volume series comprising a final report of the 
Study of Systems and Cost/Performance Methodologies for Optimization of Vehicle 
Assigmnment. This volume is a programmer's manual for the launch vehicle assignment 
program. Volume 1 of this series presents a techmcal description and Volume 3 
provides details on a computer program for integrated budget smoothing and vehicle 
assignment. 
This volume contains appendixes that provide model input requirements, a sample 
case, flow charts, and a program listing. At the beginning of each appendix, descrip­
tive details -and technical comments are provided to indicate any special instructions 
applicable to the use of that Appendix. In addition, the program listing, Appendix D, 
includes comment cards that state the purpose of each subroutine in the complete 




ASSIGNMENT PROGRAM INPUT REQUIREMENTS­
A.1 GENERAL-

This appendix includes a complete glossary of input terms and detailed format reqmre­
ments. Variable names are lised in order of input in corresponding sections of use 
rather than alphabetically to make the glossary easier to use. Comments are also 
included that describe either external or internal restrictions associated with the 
variable. "Blank" spaces are indicated whenever variables not used m this program 
are input in these locations for the integrated program. The same data cards may thus 
be used for both programs as long as these blank spaces are not filled. 
Figure A-i illustrates the basic data deck layout for this program. Any section may 
be eliminated if there are no associated data. However, either a blank card must be 
inserted in place of the section or the control card must reflect no input for that 
section. If the control card is coded so no data are input for some section, then 
values input for the preceding case are automatically supplied. If no data are desired 
for any one section, then a blank card must be input to terminate that section. Stage 
performance data to be used in the stage-matching screen -nay,be eliminated entirely, 
including the final blank card, if the stage-matching screen is not to be used. If this 
screen is used, thena the stage cards must be ordered so that all stages in Class 1 
precede those in Class 2, which precede those in Class 3, which precede those in 
Class 4. Stages not included in the matching screen follow those in the above 
classifications. If the matching screen is not used, the order of cards within each 
section is unimportant. 
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• IHANC .. .. 
_. , l LANK " ' 
VEHICLE, 
BLANK, 
MISSION ' ]BLANK / 
/1 BLNKBLANK, 
CONrROL CARD 
Fig. A-1 Data Deck Layout- Assignment Program 
A-2 
The deck terminates with two blank cards in all situations. Figure A-i is set up 
for one case only. A second case would start with a control card following directly 
behind the blank card ending either the vehicle data section or the stage performance 
section, whichever is applicable. In general, for each case there must be a control 
card and the complete data deck must be followed by a blank card. 





1 -5 NOPT 




16 -27 GUESS 
66-67 IP 





78 - 79 IV 
80 LP 
*If - 0, new input for this case. If < 0, 
Description and Comments 
Code for mission/vehicle compatibility screen
 
1 - AV versus payload weight and availability
 
plus a priori assignment
 
2 - Code 1 plus use stage-matching screen'
 
3 - All criteria
 
Mission model duration in years
 
Last 2 digits of Ist year of mission model
 
Upper bound for total mission cost (if
 
GUESS = 0.0, then GUESS is assigned
 
a value 1. 0 El0 Storage space is saved
 
if a realistic value is input.)
 
Code for pad input*
 
Code for stage input*
 
Code for shared cost group input*
 






Code for vehicle input*
 
Code for logic outputsif > 0 print logic output,
 
if = 0 no logic output
 

















da'd ' Variable 
Columns Name Format 
Sae Cards (input only if IS- > 0) 
1st Stage Card 
11-2' KODE(I) 
4- 7 STG(I) 
8 - 13 SR(I, 1) 
14- 19 SR(I, 2) 
20-25 SR(1, 3) 
26-30 PLC(I, 1) 
31 - 35 PLC(I, 2) 
36 - 40 PLC(I, 3) 
44 -49 SNR(I) 
50-55 SUS(I) 
56-58 NYS(I)J 
59 - 61 LSA(I) 
62 - 64 NBY(I) 
65 - 76 NFS(I,iJ), 
J = 1, 4 
78 MODE(I, 1) 

















Description and Comments 
-I 1, NSTG- 40 cards 
Reference 4 of stage on card I 
Name of stage on card I 
Hardware recurring or refurbishment cost 
for 1st umt of stage on card I 
ETR launch support recurring cost for Ist 
unit of stage on card I 
WTR launch support recurring cost for lst" 
unit of stage on card I , , 
Hardware recurring or refurbishment cost' ' 
learning curve % for stage on card I in'decl'mal 
form (e g , 0 95) 
ETR launch support recurring cost learning 
curve % for stage on card I in decimal forim 
WTR launch support recurring cost learning 
curve % for stage on card I in decimal form 
beveiopment cost of stage on card I 
Sustaining cost of stage on card I 
ist year stage on card I is-available 
(i s5 NYS(I) < MYRS)* 
Last year stage on card I is available 
Batching duration in years for stage on card I 
recurring cost 
KODEF of the shared cost groups (up to 4) to 
which stage on card I belongs 
Code to indicate type ,of input for hardware 
recurring cost of stage on card I * 
Code to indicate type of input for ETR launch 
support recurring cost of stage on card T**K 
1 Corresponds to year IBY. -
*If= 0, learmng curve type input. If 0, jump type input. 
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Card, Variable 
Columns Name Format Description and Comments 
080, l, MODE(I, 3) I1 	 Code to indicate type of input for WTR launch 
support recurring cost of stage on card I* 
2nd ,Stage Card 
5 - 14 SUSLS(I, 1) Flo 0 	 Sustaining cost of ETR facility for stage I not 
to be duplicated at each pad 
15 - 24 SUSLS(I, 2) F10 0 	 Sustaining cost at WTR facility for stage I
 
not to be duplicated at each pad
 
25 - 28 NU(I) 14 	 Number of reusable units in initial purchase -t 
of component I. NU = 0 -- unit is expendable. 
Nl > 0 - estimate used by program di-retl 
29 -35 UPP(I) F7 3 	 Unit purchase price -, 
36 -40 RPLO(I) F6.0 	 Return payload weight in lbs for this 
component** (vehicle returnpayload = orbiter 
return payload) 
-3-­
3rd, 4th and 5th Stage Cards Needed if MODE(I, J) 0 
5 - 14 SRJ(LX, 1) F10 3 Total recurring cost for up to POJ of stage' 
15 - 24 SRJ(LX, 2) F10 3 Slope of line defining total recurring cost for 
POJ of stage ­over 
25 -34 SRJ(LX, 3) F10 3 Y-fntetcept of line d'fmng total recurring$ cost for over POJof stage 
35 - 44 POJ(LX) F16 3 	 # of stages at which function defining total 
recurring cost changes slope 
Last stage card must be followed by blank card 
Shared Cost Group Cards (Input only if IFM 0) I - 1, NFAM < 30
 
1 - 2 KODEF(J)=I 12 # of group on card J
 
4 - 7 FAM(I) A4 Name of group I
 
I-*Tf=-0, learning curve type input. If # 0, jump type input. 
**At present any value 1 0 may be input to indicate that stage I is reusable. 
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C~i' J Variable 
Columns Name 
"'-8 041 7 FMNR(1) 
'-'-127 FMSUS(I) 
28-37 Blank 
38-47 FMSLS(I, 1) 







Description and Comments 
Development cost of group I 
Sustaining cost of group I 
Blank 
Sustaining cost at ETR for group I not to be 
duplicated at each pad 
Sustaining cost at WTR for group I not to be 
duplicated at each pad 
Last group card must be followed by blank card. 
Integration Cost Cards (Input only if II a 0) I = 1, NCI < 40 
3 - 5 NFML(I) 

6 - 8 NFMU(I) 

9- 18 RINT(I) 

19 - 28 PLCINT(I) 
29 -38 DINT(I) 
39 -48 SINT(I) 
49-58 Blank i 
59 -68 SINTLS(I, 1) 










KODEF of shared cost group which is lower 
member of integration pair I 
KODEF of shared cost group which is upper 
member of integration pair I 
Recurring or refurbishment cost for Ist unit 
of integration I 
Recurring, or,refurbishment cost learning 
curve % for integration I in decimal form 
Development cost of integration I 
Sustaining cost of integration I 
Blank 
Sustaining cost at ETR for integration I not to 
be duplicated at each pad 
Sustaining cost at WTR for integration I not tc 
be duplicated at each pad 
Last integration cost card must be followed by blank card 
Pad Cards (Input only if IP - 0) I 
1 - 4 KODEP(I) 
7 -1 0 PAD(I) 





1, NP <30 
# of pad complex on card I 
Name of complex on card I 
Maximum # of launches/year/pad possible at* 
rcomplex I 
Card Variable 
Columns Name Format Description and Comments 
hd '- h Cards needed for-each pad complex (stage cost-data, 2-/card)(J=l, 10)
 
, , J) - KODE corresponding to J-th stage costs of
3*> NPSTG(Ij 

43 - 44LJj NPSTG(I, J) I complex I
 
-50 PSTGD(I, J, 1) F6. 0 J-th stage development cost of first pad in
 
- 0S£J complex I
 
11 - 16) PSTGS(I, J, 1) F6. 0 J-th stage sustaimng cost of firstpad in 
51- 56T J complex I
 
17 -221\ PSTGD(I, J, 2) F6. 0 J-th stage development cost of second pad in 
57 - 62 ] complex I
 
23 -281 J-th stage sustaining cost of second pad in 
63-681 PSTGS(l, J, 2) F6.0 complex I
 
29 - 34 1 0 J-th stage development cost of third pad in69 474J PSTGD(I, 3) F6.0 complex I
 
35 -40 J-th stage sustaining cost of third pad in 
75 - 801) PSTGS(I, J, 3) F6.0 complex I
 
7th - 9th cards needed for each pad complex (family cost data, 2/card)(J=l, 5)4-- NPFAMI, J) 12 KODEF corresponding to J-th family costs43 - 441)' NFMI )1 of complex I
 
5 - 1-0[) PFM , 4,a) F6.0 J-th family development cost of first pad in
 
45 -50 complex I
 
11 - 16[hi J,1 J-th,family sustaining cost of first pad in 
51-56 PFAMS(I, J, 1) F6.,0 complex I
 
17 - 22' I J-th family development cost of second' pad in 
57 - 62, PFM(,J,2 6 complex I
 
23 - 284j{ J-th family sustaining cost of second pad in 
63-68 PFAVS(I, J, 2) F6. complex I
 
29 - 34VII J-th family development cost of third pad in 
69-741 PFAD(L J , 3) F6.0 complex I
 
35 - 401J J-th family sustaining cost of third pad, in 
75 - 801 PFAMS(I, 3) F6.0 C,
complex I 
10th and 11th cards needed for each pad complex (integration cost data, 3/card)(J=l; 5) 
9 - 11j] KODEF of lower group corresponding to J-th
 








Columns Name Format Description and Comments
 
112)-14] KQDEF of upper group correspondmg to J-th
 




15 32' PINTS(, J,K), SF6.0 J-th integration sustaining cost of K-th, pad in
 
139 r56, PIT(,complex I
K=1, 3
63 =-80 
Last pad card must be followed by blank card 
Mlission Cards (Input only if IM > 0) I=1, NAVIS -- 50
 
1 -2 KODEM(I) 12 # of mission on card I
 
3 - 8 lVSNAM(I) A6 Name of mission on card I
 
9 - 12 PB(I) F4.2 Priority of mission on card I
 
15 - 18 Blank 4X Blank 
19 - 25 VLR(I) F7. 0 Characteristic velocity required for mission 
on card I in fps 
26 - 31 RPLM(I) F6. 0 Return payload weight m lbs required by 
mission on card 1*
 
32-38 WPR(I) F7. 0 Payload weight in lbs of mission on card I
 
39 -40 NTRIP(I) 12 'Maximum ,number of launches allowed to
 
carry WPR(I) into orbit, NTRIP = 0 indicates 
no reusable vehicle ishould be assigned to thisi 
mission 
41 - 80 	 IVUSN( J), 2012, Number of launches for mission on card I
 
J=1, MYRS in year J+1'900+IBY with WPR payload at ea-i r
 
launch 
2nd card'needed forleach mission
 
3-12 PLR(I) FIO.2 Payload recurring cost for imssion on card I
 
13 - 22 PLS(I) F10.2 Payload sustaining ,cost for mission on card I
 






Columns Name Format Description and Comments 
'23 L-32 PLD(I) F10. 2 	 Payload development cost for mission on card I 
33,-57 Blank 25X 	 Blank 
58-67 PLMD(I) F10.2 	 Maximum diameter of payload for mission on, 
card I 
68 - 69 NPLS(I) 12 	 Code for payload stabilization requirement 
for mission on card I 
0 - No requirement
1 - Must be spin stabilized 
2 - Must not be spin stabilized 
70 - 71 MR(I) 12 Code for man rating requirement for mission 
on card I 
0 - No requirement 
I - Must be man rated 
72 -73 LTR(I) 12 Code for launch site of mission on card I 
1 - ETR 
2 - WTR 
74 - 75 NER(I) 12 Number of restarts required for mission on 
card I 
76 - 77 Blank 2X 	 Blank 
78 - 80 IVEHA(I) 13 	 A priori vehicle assignment for mission on­
card I 
If no vehicle assigned = 0 
Otherwise, = KODEV-of -vehicle 
Last mission card must be followed by blank card. 
Vehicle Cards (Input only if IV > 0) J=l, NV - 60 
1 -8 VEH(IJJ), 412 KODE of stage in Ith position, starting with 
I=1, 4 lowest stage, for vehicle on card J 
9-21 B1(J) I E13.6 
22-34 B2(J,) E13.6 Payload versus velocity curve constants for performance evaluation of vehicle on card J I 
35-47 B3(J) E13.6 PL = EXP(B1-B2*V-B3/(B4-V)) 
48-60 B4(J) E13.6 




Columns Name Format Description and Comments 
2ntDl card needed for each vehicle ­
'S 4?-L5 NVS(J) 12 Code for stabilization of vehicle on card J 
1 - Is spin stabilized 
2 - Is not spin stabilized 
"6 L-7 MIRV(J) 12 Code for man rating of vehicle on cardJ 
0 - Is not man rated 
I 1 Is man rated­
8- 9 NRP(J) 12 Number of restarts possible for vehicle 
card J 
on 
10 -12 NPAD(1, J) I3 KODEP of pad complex at ETR from which 
vehicle J can be launched 
13 - 15 NPAD(2, J) 13 KODEP of pad complex at WTR from which 
vehicle J can be launched 
18 - 18 NYP(1, J) 13 1st year J-th vehicle can be flown from ETR 
19 - 21 NYP(2, J) I3 Ist year J-th vehicle can be flown from WTR 
Last vehicle card must be followed by blank card. 
Stage Performance Cards (Input only if NOPT = 2 on control card) I ---NSTVGE40' 
1 -4 KODE(I) 14 Reference number of stage on card I (usedfto 
check order of cards) 
5 -9 NST(1)( 15 Classification of stage on card I 
10 - 19 THRT(I) F-10 i 0 Stage thrust 
20 -29 DIAV(I) FIG. 0 Stage diameter 
30 -39 TSL(1)I F10.0 Stage sea-level thrust 
40 -49 LENT(I) F10.,Q Interstage length reqmred to clear engines 
50 - 59 WTFU(I) F10.0 Stage fuel weight 
60 - 69 WTIN(I) FIG. 0 Stage total inert weight 
70 - 79 ISP(I) Fi0. 0 Stage vacuum specific impulse 
Last card of total data deck must be blank card. Laste e4rnjnance qard mustlbeq,,S4 




B. i 	 DESCRIPTION 
The output from a sample case is presented in this Appendix. Data is synthesized and 
no significance should be attached to the values used. The listing includes a module 
map so that storage requirements are defined for each subroutine and common block. 
The program also prints out input data for easy reference and to provide a check on 
punched data. 
Each section of output is described m detail. 
(1) 	 STAGE COST DATA includes stage title or identifying name, recurring cost 
of first unit and learning curve (LC) factor for hardware, ETR, and WTR 
recurring cost respectively. If any stage has jump - discontinuous form of 
recurring cost for any of the above three types, then the second line provides 
relevant information. Development and sustaining costs for each stage are 
listed along with years of availability referenced to the launch base year. 
Each stage may belong to at most four "shared cost groups1 " 'whose reference 
numbers are listed on the output. Each group number is referenced to the 
"Shared Cost Data" which follows this section. "Batch Fact" defines the 
number of years over which vehicles may be considered as produced in one 
period of time for learning curve purposes. 
(2) 	 SHARED COST DATA includes data on each shared cost group which was 
,referenced in (1) above. These groups may be families such as the Titan 
family or they may be subsystems, such as a guidance system shared by 
several stages. Total development cost for any vehicle equals the sum of 
the development costs for each of its component stages plus any development 
costs for any shared groups associated with these stages plus any integration 
development costs required. 
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(3) 	 INTEGRATION COST DATA are always between "families." If a specific 
stage-to-stage integration cost is desired, each stage must be put in a shared 
cost group by itself. Thus, many shared cost groups in (2) above will have 
no associated non-recurring costs. These groups will, however, be integrated 
with other shared cost groups which do have an integration non-recurring cost. 
(4) 	 PAD COST DATA lists the complex reference number, identifying name and 
location, ce. g. TITE represents Titan ETR complex, and the next entry shows 
the maximum number of launches per year per pad at this complex. All 
possible combinations of pad-related costs are listed with their respective 
values for each pad. Provision for a third pad at each complex has been 
made although the program currently ignores all third pad costs. 
(5) 	 MISSION MODEL DATA includes mission internal reference number, identifying 
name, total AV required, payload required in lbs., priority value, launch site 
identification, (1 = ETR, 2 = WTR), and launch rate schedule by year. 
(6) 	 Input Data Totals includes total number of each input item along with other 
pertinent information from control card. 
(7) 	 QUANTITIES BRANCHED UPON lists every non-zero, non-recurring cost or 
"budget option" which the algorithm will consider in the optimization process 
along with its availability status. The reference number listed is used in 
the optional logic output described in (9). 
(8) 	 VEHICLE/MISSION CAPABILITY is a matrix of final vehicle-to-mission 
compatibility presenting the results of subroutines CAPABL and AVAIL. 
Each vehicle ishsted by stage cohponents and internal reference number. 
The vehicle/nission number on the top line represents the mission-year
J 
combination number (NM) while the mission number only is given on the 
following line at the top of the matrix. Separate entries are provided for 
each vehicle and launch site combination. 
(9) 	 BRANCH AND BOUND NODE VALUES presents optional information which 
enables the user to check the internal logic of the algorithm Each node is 
given a reference number which it keeps until its associated total bound 
exceeds the value of a known solution. (**** represents a very large number, 
denoting an unfeasible combination). The node number from which branching 
is taking place is provided in the second column. The last new node to be 
B-2 
generated at each branch is given the reference number of its parent node for 
continuity. The reference number of the cost item under consideration (see 
(7) on preceding page) is listed in the next column along with the appropriate 
sustaining year for that node. (0 represents no development or sustaining
10 t; ­
for that cost item) The recurring, non-recurring and total lower bounds are 
then-provided so that each branch in the decision tree is represented. NEW 
GUESS alerts that a final solution has been found. The value printed represents 
the least cost solution found at that time. If some pad costs and small sustaining 
costs were ignored by the algorithm, then these extra costs are computed and 
added to the lower bound of the corresponding node. The values of these costs Cre 
printed out below the node information for the possible solution under con­
sideration. When the optimum solution has been found - the least cost-possible 
solution already investigated - this fact is designated below the associated 
node information 
(10) 	 Optimum Launch Vehicle Assignment - The optimum launch vehicle for each 
mission-year combination is printed out - as well as an array of mission 
information for easy reference. The "Number of Launches" represents the 
launch rate by year multiplied by the priority factor and the number of trips 
required by the associated vehicle to satisfy the mission payload requirements. 
Sections (9) and (10) are repeated using recurring cost values modified by learning 
curve effects. The optimum solution at the end of this iteration is so designated. 
If no new case data is input, then the normal termination of the run is designated by 
END OF DATA - JOB COMPLETE. 
The sample case included in flus Appendix required 0.6 minutes on the 360/67 available 
at Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. Estimating run time is quite 
difficult for a new set of data since the number of solutions "close to" the optimum 
solution determines how large the decision tree will be and- as a consequence, how 
much computer time must be expended. As a general rule, the computer time increases 
linearly with the number of missions in the mission model and exponentially with the 





The flow diagrams in Appendix C define all non-normal exits from the algorithm in 
CHOOZ. Each non-normal termination of a case is denoted by a print-out of the 
qualifying reason. The program then reads in new case data, if available, and proceeds 
as normal. 
B. 2 SAMPLE CASE PRINTOUT 
A sample case printout followsv 
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F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIEO LISTOVLYtMAP 
VARKABLE OPTIONS USED - 50ZE.6126976,245761 DEFAULT OPTION(SI USED 
OEWOOOO INCLUDE UECKSIMDX2HNNMOXOIPK,1OXO2DCHOXOZAVMDXOCP.HOXO2SN 
IEWOOO INCLUDE OECVSlHDXOZDPOXD2HT,MDXO2PRNOXO2LBHOXOZPDI 
10000 ENTRY MAIN 












NAME ORIGIt LENGTH SG NO NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
$SEGTAI OA 24 1
 
MAIN 28 2004 1
 
PACK 2100 E8 1
 
UNPACK 2152 ITEM 2196
 
DECISH 2168 ll0 I
 
AVAIL 3380 700 I
 
CAPARL * 3B50 B98 1
 
STGNU 46E8 174 I
 








PAOCST lDEQ 1290 1
 
ONCSLOG- $A070 18A 1
 








IHCSEXP * 1420 160 Cos 
4XP A420
 




IHCECOMK- A758 F31 IN
 
IBCON- A758 FIOCS- A814 ONTSWTCH B8676





OAXO 6608 MIgo 6611 AIAXO EC04 AMINO BCIA 
ICFMA 




IHCFCVTH BDFq 1175 1
 
ADCON 0OPK FCVADUTP BEA2 FCVLOUTP BF32 FCVZOUTP C002 
FCVIOJTP C40E FC\EOUTP C910 FCVCOUTP CB2A INT6SICM CE13
 
IHCCFNTH* CF70 512 1
 
ARITH' CF7O ADJSWTCH DUc
 
FIOCs. A 0488 160 1
 
SGT.9$ D514 6S899 056
 
IHCEFIOS* 08E8 111C 1
 
CL/P rICATBIO-5, 
NAME ORIGdA LENGTH 5EG. NO. NANE LOCATION NAME LOCATION RARE LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
SFIOCSBEP 
 DOSEE 
IICERR8 - E708 SAC 1
 
ERNMON E708 IHCERRE E720
 
I CUOPT * ECBA 398 1
 
IHCETRC4 F080 28E 1
 
INCTRCH F050 ERRTRA FOS&
INCUATSL- F2EO 638 1
 
DSCOST P918 1838 1
 
STAGE 01150 6E4 1
 
MISSON 11838 A.. 1
 
VEHCLE 122C8 480 1
 
NONDIM 12778 IC 1
 
INT 12798 3co 1
 
PADS 12858 378C 1
 
VEHREC 162E8 SCF 1
 
REUSEL 19FE0 190 1
 
CAPAT 1A170 FA4 I
 
FAMILY 18118 200 1
 
INTREC IB3E8 140 1
 




VEHIN ICID8 IF$ 1
 
CHOZE 1C300 84 1
 
SAVEOP IC458 394 1
 $CNACH 1K5D WCF 1
 
BATCH 219F. 180 1
 
SAVEPT 22170 184 1
 
SAVELB 222F 18 I
 
NUMBER 22310 2580 1
 
SENTAB 24891 24 I
 
C0Oz 24888 183E 2 
NATE 24880 042 3
 
HISNAT 25400 4C0 3
 








TITLE RECURRING LC RECURRING LC RECURRING LC DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING AVAILABLE SHARED COST GROUPS 8ATCH FACT
 
SETR OR WTRI OETR ONLY) (MTR I1Y1 FROM TO
 
SVSA 6 89 0 950 6 23 0.950 3.27 0 950 0 0 3 37 1 20 1 0 0 0 5 
AG 0 8 87 0 900 1.40 0 900 2.50 0.900 0.0 2 60 1 20 2 7 0 0 6 
RECURRING COST TYPE I FOR X LESS THAN OR 1 2 00t TOTAL COST 1 2.30 FOR X GREATER THAN 2.00, TOTAL COST 0 40 X 4 1.40 
Sy3C 7 09 0 850 6 43 0 850 3 47 0 850 0 0 D 0 1 20 1 0 0 0 4 
CENT 11.85 0.900 4.62 0.900 4 62 0 O00 Z5 50 16.00 1 20 4 0 0 0 5 
T37 491 000 1.44 1.000 1 44 1 00 0 0 3 0 1 20 3 8 0 0 3 
T30 8 14 0.950 5 01 0.950 3 45 0 950 0 0 0 0 1 20 3 6 0 0 3 
ITRAM 6 09 1 000 0 0 8 000 0 0 1 000 0 0 00 1 20 3 0 0 0 4 
AGLT 3 50 1 000 0 0 I 000 0 0 1 000 17.50 1.20 3 20 2 9 0 0 5 
RECURRING COST TYPE 2 FOR X LESS THAN OR = 2.00, TOTAL COST . 2 30 FOR X GREATER THAN 2.00. TOTAL COST 0 40 X 1 40 
SV3X 6 66 0 850 5.76 0 850 2.58 0 850 13.00 0.0 3 20 1 10 0 0 4 
T3H 22.00 0 950 5.01 0 950 3.45 0.950 25.00 0.0 3 20 3 11 0 0 3 
823 0 8T L.000 0 10 1 000 0.10 1,000 v 25 D.10 1 20 5 04 0 0 5 
SHARED COST DATA 
NO. TITLE DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING 
1 AILS 0 0 4 66 
3 TITN 0 0 6 00 
5 B2S 0.0 0 0 
I7 AGO 0 0 0 0 
9 AGLT 0 0 0.0 
11 T3N 0.0 t 0 
2 ArEN 0.0 2.50 
4 CENT 0 0 0.0 
6 T3O 0 0 0.0 
8 T38 0.0 0.0 
10 SV3X 0 0 0 0 
B-6 
1INTEGRATION COST 0ATA 
LOER UPPER RECURRING LC DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING 
"'liGROUP GROUP 
,;III TIT. A.EN 0 0 10 1 00 0 0 
TSO AG 0 0.0 1 000 2.50 0 0 
T30 AGLT 0 0 1.00 5.50 0 0 
TITN CENT 0 0 1 000 10*00 0 0 
ITO CENT 0 0 1.000 2 00 0 0 
SV3X CENT 0.0 1 000 4 00 0 0 
AGEN 82S 0 0 1.000 20 0 0 
TITN BZS 0.0 1 000 2.80 0 0 
CENT 82S 00 1 000 2 00 0 0 
TIM AGLT 00 000 500 00 
PAO COST DATA 
iNO COMPLEX LAUNCSES/yR PAD I PAO 2 PAD 3 
DEV SIST DEV SUST DEV SUST 
I TITE 2 0o 
T38 STAGE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
AG D STAGE 00 00 0 0 00 00 0 
B25 STAGE 0 00 00 0 0 00 00 
CENT STAGE 20.00 10.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3D STAGE 00 00 00 0 0 00 0.0 
TRAN STAGE 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 
AGLT STAGE 00 0 0 010 10 00 00 
T3H STAGE 0.0 00 00 0.0 00 0 















ADD SHARED 00 00 00 00 0.0 00 
B2 SHARED 0 0 0 0 0.0 00 00 00 
INTEGRATION OF TITN ANO AGEN 0 0 0 10 0 0 
IITEGRATION OF TITN AND AG 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION CO T38 AND AGEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF TSB AND AG D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF AGEN AND B2S 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 T]T 2 00 
T38 STAGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
AG D STAGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 
825 STAGE 00 00 00 00 0.0 00 
CENT STAGE 20 00 1000 20.00 10 00 0 0 0 0 















I3 STAGE 00 0 0 00 00 00 00 
TIN SHARED 0 0 0 0 00 00 0.0 0 
T3E SHARED 0 0, 00 1.00 1.00 00 00 
AGEN SHARED 00 a0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
AGO SHARED 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 00 
025 SHARED 0 0 0 0 2.00 I 00 0.0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF TITN AND AGEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF TITH AND AG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF T30 AND AGEN 0 0 1 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF T3B AND AGO 00 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF AGEN AND b2S 0 0 1 00 0 0 
3 ATLE 2.00 
SV3A STAGE O0. 0 0 00 00 0.0 00 
AGO STAGE 001 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 
SV3C STAGE 0D 00. 0 0 00. 0.0 0 
CENT STAGE 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SV3X STAGE D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 
f AILS SHARED 20 00 5 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AGIN SHARED OD, 00 0 0 0.0 00 O 0 
AG D SHARED 00 00 00 0 0 00 00 
CENT SHARED 0 D 0 0 0 0 0-0 0.0 00 
SV3X SHARED 0 0 0 a 0 0 00 0 0 00 
INTEGRATION OF AILS AND ADEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF AILS AND AG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF AILS AND CENT 2 00 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF SV3X AND AGEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTtGRATI1R OF SV3K AND CENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 ATLN Z.O 
SV3A STAGE 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AT O STAGE 00 0 0 0 0 00 00 0a 
SVC STAGE 0.0, 00 0 0 0 0 0.0 00 
CENT STAGE 0.0 00 0.0 00 00 0 
SVIX STAGE 00 00 00 00 00 0 
AILS SHARED 20.00 5 00 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 
AGE"N SHARED 0 0 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 




CENT SHAREO 0 0 0.0 00 00 0 0 0 0 
SV3X SHAREO 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF ATLS AND AGIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF AILS AND AG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF ATLS AND CENT 2.00 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF SV3X ANO ADEN 0.0 0 0 0 0 
INTEGRATION OF SV39 AND CENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MISSION MEOEL 
MISSION VELOCITY PAYLOAD PRIORITY LAUNCH SCHEDULE
 
71 72 73 74 75 76
 
1 MARS71 41500 1100 I 00 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
 
2 PIONER 49000. 460. 100 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
 
3NARS73 40000 6000 1 00 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
 
4HERCRY 38900 1000. .050 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
 
5 OROTRT 49500. 800. 0.50 1 a 0 0 1 0 0
 
6 4ARS75 39400 3000. 0 50 1 0 0 0 0 2 0
 
7 COMET 37200. 2000 0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
6 ASTRA 26300 7000 0.50 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
9 RELTIV 14200 000 00 2 0 0 0 1 0 
110 PIONOE 51400 1000 0.50 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 
11 AT$ 33400 4000 1.00 2 0 1 1 0 0 
112 ORELAY 14200. 2000. 0so 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
113 USAMSC 33600 4100. 0 50 2 0 0 0 0 0 
114 USAMSM 30000. 6o. 0 50 2 0 0 0 0 2 
B-8 
NUMBER OF STAGES 11
 
NUMBER OF VEHICLES 20 
NUMBER OF FAMILIES it 
NUMBER OF INTEGRATION COSTSIO 
NUMBER OF PAD CCHPLEXES 4 
NUMBER OF MISSICNS 14 
NUMBER OF YEARS 6 
LAUNCH BASE YEAR 71
 







20 0 3 37 

00 100 0 
3 0 0 2.60 
4 25 30 16 00 
5 0 0 10 00 
6 17 50 I 20 
7 13 00 0 0 
a 25 00 0.0 
9 0 25 0.10 
10 0 0 4 66 
11 0 0 5 00 
12 0 0 5 00 
13 0 0 6 00 
14 0.0 2-50 

15 14 00 0 0 
16 2.50 0.0 

17 5.50 0 0 

18 8o O0 0 0 
19 a0 5 00 
20 0 0 5 00 
21 2 00 0 0 
22 4 00 a 0 
23 2 80 0 0 
24 2 80 0 0 
25 2 80 0 0 
26 5.00 0 0 
27 20.00 10.00 
28 20 00 I 00 
29 20 00 5.00 
30 0 0 2.00 
31 20.00 5 0 

32 0 0 2.00 

SV3A STAGE HARDWARE 

SV3A STAGE ETR 

AG 0 STAGE HARDWARE 

CENT STAGE HARDWARE 

CENT STAGE TR 
ABLT STAGE HARDWARE 

SV3X STAGE HARDWARE 

T3M STAGE HARDAARE 

B2S STAGE HARDWARE 

ATLS SHARED HAR[WARE 
ATLS SHARED ETA 

ATLS SHARED WTR 
TITN SHARED HARDWARE 

AGEN SHARED HARDWARE 
INTEGRATION OF TITN AND AGEN HARDWARE 

INTEGRATION OF T3D AND AS 0 HARDWARE 
INTEGRATION OF T30 AND AGLT HARDWARE 
INTEGRATION OF TITN AND CENT HARDWARE 

INTEGRATION OF TIT" AND CENT ETA 

INTEGRATION OF TITH AND CENT WTR 
INTEGRATION OF 73B AND CENT HARDWARE 

INTEGRATION OF SV3X AND CENT HAROWARE 

INTEGRATION OF AGEN ANO 02S HARDWARE 

INTEGRATION OF TITO AND 82S HARM ARE 

INTEGRATION OF CENT AND B2S HARDWARE 
INTEGRATION OF T3M AND ABLT HARDWARE 
CENT STAGE AT PAD TITE 
CENT STAGE AT PAD TIT 
ATLS SHARED AT PAD ATLE 
INTEGRATION OF ATLS AND CENT AT PAD ATLE 
ATLS SHARED AT PAD ATLW 







































































-- r 7IT 
B-9 
VEH IC L E /M I S S O CAPABILITY
 
(I POSSIBLE, 0 f IMPOSSIBLE)
 
S111 I I I I 122222222233333333334 4444

VEHICLE / MISSION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 12 3 4 5 6 7 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
 
MISSION NMBER 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 89101111121314 
I T3B AGD E 00000000000000000
 
2T38 A 0 B25 0000 100000000000
 
3 38 CENT 0000 1 0010000000
 
41T3B CENT 82S 1 10 1 00100000000 
6 T30 TRA 82 E 1 000 1 01 1 0000 000
 
7 T30 AGO 1000101100000000
 
8 T30 AG 82S E 1110111 100000000
 
9 T3D AGLT 0010 10110000 0 0 00
 
10 T30 AGT NIS E 00 0 1 11 1 0000 0 0
 
11 T3D CENT B 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
12 TIP CENT 62S E 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
13,SV3A AG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0
 
14 SV3A AG D B2S 0000 1 0 0 0000000 
IS SV3C CENT E 0000 10010000 000
 
16 SV3C CENTB2S E 1000 0010000 000
 
I SV3X CENT 0000 0 1 000 0000
 
118 SV3X CENT8ZS E 0000 00 00000 000
 
19 T3 AGLT E 0011 11 100000000
 
20 13H AGLT BZS 001111 10000 000
 
1 13B AGO 0000 0 0 011000100
 
2T30 AG D 2S, 000 0 00011000100
 
3 T38 CENT 000000 0 0110 1111
 
43 CET B2S 00000000 1101 I 111
 
5 0 0t 01 10 11111
IRANB2 00000 

6730 RA BS 0000000011 0 1 1111
 
7 T3D AG D - w 000000001 1 0111 1
8T730 AG D F12S v 0OO O O 011011O 1 111
 
9 T3C AGLT 0 00 000 100 111
 
10OT0 1AGLT w 1 01111
B2S 000O001 

11 130 CENT w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 I 1
 
12 T3O CENT B2S 00000000 1 1 1 11 11

13 SV3A AG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
 
14SV3A AG D 82S w 000000001 100 0100
 
I5 3V3C CENT v 0 00000 0101 1100
 
16 SV3C CENT 82S I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
 
IT SV3X CENT w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1,18 SV3X CENT 82S H 0000000011001 111 
193N AB.T w 000000001 0 I 11
 
20 3M AGLT NIS It 000000001110 1111
 
iB-lO 
RRANC H AND BOUND NODE VALUES 
lDOE BRANCHED COST YEARS RECURRING NON-RECURRING TOTAL 
00 FROM NO SUSTAIN BOUND BOUND BOUND 
2 1 13 .**.... 0 0 *.**.. *. 
3 1 3 ......... A.Go ......... 
4 1 13 2 ****..... 2 00 * ... ***08 
6 1 13 4*6685 24 0 
7 1 13 5 239 93 41 67 281.60 
1 1 13 6 216 86 47 67 264 53 
6 1 15 0 272 33 216 8 409 18 
1 1 15 6 216 86 61 67 278.53 
6 1 18 0 228.56 107 90 338 46 
1 1 18 6 216 86 141 67 358 53 
5 7 7 0D30 00 *.f**3D.0 
7 7 7 6 239 93 547 94 60 
S 7 0. 306..22 ..
7 7 22 6 239 93 58 67 298 60 
5o . 47.00* *****.********* 
4 7 10 1 .. ... 51 6A,* * * *... 
3 7 10 2 56 32........ 
2 7 10 6 9. . * 6..
B 7 10 465 6... 
9 7 10 70 30 ........ 
7 10 6 23993 86 63 326 56 
9 7 02 0 ... 7 96...... 
a 7 12 1 79 96 .... 
5 7 12 2 .... 84 9**** 
4 7 12*** *** 89 9... 
3 7 12******** 949*** 
2 7 *** **** * 99 96* ** 7 7 12 6 239 93 116 63 356 56 
9 6 65 500.0**** 












107 9092 50****.* 336. 6 
6 16 6 22856 007 90 33646 
9 6 23 0 .. ** 95 0*** 












0079,0 ... ** 3364 
9 6 14 10 8*.***... 
6 14 1 **** * 105.30 **** 
5 6 14**** ***07 0* 
4 6 14 3 **** *110 30 .**** 
3 6 14 .**** 112 80*** 
2 6 14 5 243 39 117.10 361 29 
6 6 14 6 228 56 120 40 348 96 
9 6 .3 0 117 g0 
8 6 3 1 **** *120 40 ** 
5 6 3 2 252 41 128 50 380 91 
4 6 3 3 250 44 030010 300l54 
3 6 3 4 245 14 130 62 375 77 
10 6 3 5 237 9Z 132 74 370 66 
6 6 3 6 228 56 133 40 361 96 
9 7 31... ... 1049*** 
8 7 31 0 29.9* * *1*666 
11 7 31 ..... 2 134 96*** 
12 T 31 3139.9*** 
13 7 31 4 144.96 ***.. 
14 7 Al ... 049 96*** .* 
7 7 31 6 239 93 166 63 406 56 
14 1 4 0 228 56 187 90 '416 46 
13 1 4 1 220.56 229 20 457 76 
12 1 4 2 228.56 245 20 473 76 
11 1 4 3 218 24 263.14 481 38 
9 1 4 4 21 24 279 14 497 38 
8 1 '4 5 216 06 246.97 463 83 
1 1 4 6 216 86 262.97 479 83 
12 2 13 0 ..... 115 30***..* 
11 2 3 1 .... 117.90 .... 
9 2 '3 2 257 88 126 0o 383.8 
1s a 3 3 250 91 128.60 384.51 
16 2 3 4 250 61 127 15 377.77 
17 2 3 5 243 39 128.30 371.69 
2 2 3 6 243 39 130 90 374 29 
NEW GUESS 361 96 
SL SOLUTIEI**** O**11 ***
 
6 228 56 133 40 361 96
 
EXTRA PAD COSTS * 0 50 
;EXTRA PAD I SMALL SUST COSTS * 4.85 






.0th '00 CL- Fit Sit 4 I 
6 228.56 138 25 366.81 
THIS ASSIGNMENT IS OPTIMUM AT A TOTAL COST OP 366.81 
MISSION CHARACTERISTIC PAYLOAO RETURN LAUNCH NUMBER OPTIMUM 
TITLE VELOCITY(FT/SEC) (Las) PAYLOAO YEAR OF LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEHICLE 
MARS71 43500. 1100 0 1971 2 o0 T3D AG D 
PIONER 49000 460 0. 1972 1 00 T3D AD0 82S E 





T3D AG 0 B2S 
T34 AGLT 
MEECEY 30000. 0000 0 1975 0 50 730 AS D BS 













730 AG 0 
T30 AG 0 













T3B AG 0 
T3M ALT B2S v 
AT$ 33600 4000. 0 1972 1.00 730 AG 0 
1973 1 60 730 AGO 
ORELAY 14200 2000. 0. 1976 0 50 T3B AG 0 
USAISC 33600. 4100. 0 1975 0.50 T3D AG D 
USAMSM 30000. 6800. 0 1976 1 00 T3D AG 0 
IB-12 
-..a1 
IRANCH AND BOUND NODE VALUES
 
4ODE BRANSHED COST YEARS RECURRING NON-RECURRING TOTAL 
NO. FROM 140O. SUSTAIN BOUND BOUND BOUND 
2 1 13 0 ..... 0 0 ......... 
3 1 13 1 *.... * 6 O0 
4 1 13 212 00.... 
5 1 13 12 00 ****0* 
6 1.-.. 40 .......
 
7 1 13 5 24328 43 12 286 41 
1 1 13 6 220 90 49 12 270 03 
6 1 15 0 275 69 217.54 493 22 
1 1 15 6 220 90 63.12 284 03 
6 1 lB 0 236 33 107.90 344 23 
1 1 18 6 220 90 143 12 364 03 
5 T 7 0 ... *. 30 00****. 
7 7 7 6 243 28 56 12 299 41 
£ 7 22....... . 43 00 ...... 
7 7 22 6 243.20 60 12 303.41 
S 7 10 0 A..47 00 
4 7 10 * **** *51 66 **** 
3 7 10 **** * 56 32 **** 
2 7 10... ..... B.a....... 
8 7 10. ...... 65 6 **** 
9 7 10 * 70 30... 
7 7 10 6 243 28 a8 08 331 37 
9 7 12 0 74 96... 
a 7 12 1 79 9 ***** 
5 7 12 2.. 84 9* * * 
4 7 2 3 89 96 **** 
3 7 12 4 .... 94 96*** 
2 1 12 59.. 9.9. ... 
7 7 12 6 243 28 118 08 361 37 
9 6 ,6 0 **.. 50.0*** 
6 6 6 6 236 33 107.90 344 23 
9 6 8a 67.50 
6 6 236 33 107 90 344 23 
9 6 16 0 92 50 .* . 1 
6 6 16 6 236 33 107.90 344 23 
9 6 23 0 .. *... 95.00****.. 
1 6 23 6 36 33 107 00 344.23 
9 6 26*** *** 97 s*** 
6 6 26 6 236 33 107 90 ,344 23 
9 6 14........ 102 B****.. 
8 A I' 1 ... . 105 3* * * 
5 6 14 28.. . 07 8. . . 
4 6 14 3 10 3 **** 
3 A* 6 14 4 .... 112 so *B***** 
2 6 14 5 251 60 117 90 369 50 
6 A 14 6 236.33 120 40 356 73 
9 6 3 ******** 117 80 **** 
B 6 3 .. 120 40 ***.**** 
5 6 3 2 261 23 128 50 369 73 
4 6 3 3 258 98 131 10 '390 08 
3 6 3 4 253 55 130 62 384 17 
10 6 3 5 246 13 132 74 k378 87 
6 6 3 6 236 33 133 40 369 73 
9 7 31 0.. .. 10496.... 
a 7 31 1 .. 129 96**** 
11 7 31 83I4 96* * * * 
12 7 31 3 139 96 **** 
13 7 31 4 *........ 144.96*** 
14 7 31. 5***s 1499.... 
7 7 31 6 243.28 168.08 411 37 
14 1 4 0 236 33 187 90 424.23 
13 1 4 1 236 33 229 20 465 535 
12 1 4 2 236 33 245.20 481. 3 
01 1 4 3 224 16 263 14 487.30 
9 1 4 4 224 16 279 14 503 30 
8 1 4 5 220 90 248 42 469 33 










9 2 3 2 266 70 126 00 392 70 
15 2 3 264 45 128.60 393 05 
16 2 3 4 259.02 127.15 U86.17 
17 2 3 5 251.60 128 30 379 90 
2 2 3 6 251.60 130.90 382.50 
NSW GUESS - 369.73 
........POSSIBLE SOL~iT. .. 
6 236 33 133 40 369.73 
EXTRA PAD COSTS 0.50 
EXTRA PAD & SMALL GUST COSTS - 4.85 




236 33 138.25 374.58
 










































































































730 AG 0 82S 
T30 AG D BS 
T3M B6LT 
T30 AG 0 B2 
T30 AD 0 B2S 
T3D AD 0 
T3D AG 0 
730 AG 0 
T3B AG 0 
T3 AGLT BZS 
730 AG 0 
T3D AG 0 
T3. AG 0 












THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION HAS BEEN DETERMINED 









C. I 3IESCRIPTION 
Detailed flow charts are included in tins appendix for each of the major subroutines 
and the main program MAIN. They appear in alphabetical order by subroutine name. 
C. 2 MAJOR SUBROUTINE CHARTS 
The subroutine charts follow 
C-I 
NM EIL ARE ALL 
MISSIONL  N 
LV O 
YEE R R 
HI L NO IIS IS V EDUOENCA L OH L 
DN I O N 
YES COMPONENTSASSOCIATED WITHVEHI LE I AVAILABLE 










STORE LE VALUES 











W" No W<0 NO NO nEADVEHICLEW NATION BLANK VE DOLEPERPORIIANCE 
AND A" W o STAGE COMPONENTS DATA NO DATAAM ASSOC 
I ENT PL VERSUSAVCUR COEFFS CARD? LAUNCHPAR RE 
YES NO'IDERYES 





STORE CAPMU NO 
MFO VON MR ETIt ".0 NO Non 
=0 WR STORAGE ? 
us ES 
27 0 
RETURN NY - J ci 







IdCHA. >BE NIP up"RE ENCE FEE 





No WE. WR(p? 
YES 
No AREONLYEXPE ABLE 
VEHICLESALLOW foil bumoN I? 
YEN 
NoONORNTURN 
liLOADREQmWAiZ VEHICLE NO 
ISRETURN PAYLOAD 
REQMEB MR AusDONIANDUPPERSTAGEOF 
VEHICLEJ ENnNBABLE ? 
YES 
CALCULATEWE - PAYLOADCAPABILPYZFOR YERICLZ J 
AT AVRE01" -- ml 



















~~~IS NMULT • MAXUM NOIS NO RESTATS REUREYE 
=[4R9 NO OFLAUNCHES 0 ION YB4 YE MR=0 YES 
= =A LLOWED FOR WPR .3mNCODE FOR MISION I Z O EST ITS OR VEHIICLEA YI ,0 D YEON L 7AVA IA LE RO VEHI1L J? M X R T DON 
8024 CODE FOR ISSION I?NP-0 
AVIL O TOE Z+ ZBE OSIEE YESSO ' 
8020 




IYSNO KI -IY& 





W - AM REC URINIG COST 
WZ - SECOND WOW=SR1ECURIRING 
COST 
CAN EACH WlSSION 
BEPERFORNIED BY 
AT LEAST ONE SIR LE? 
YS 
NU "07 
NO PRESET S]HALL SUSTAINING 








































Z _orRMtR XEDD0 OES BE XEDD 
iNY C
CAl L LSOUNDK ST yEACALCULATELSNT  
NSOST IS AVAILABLE ESIITE 2Q 
N NO AREATBOTTOM 




CHOOSE NEXT NODE FOR 
DRANCHINGWIIIC39 LAS 
LOWEST VALUE OF Z 
. 
























" AGig COSTS T ~ 0SS 2 - n i A YOE I IA L AY IAITT EO IN1M U 
NOST(NU'ISLSTSSo 
DENONEERD 
CIALCULATE FAMILY ANAIElARLT DATE 
GO ES HAVCALLFAMES FOCIR A UOCH TL )FGS) ICEF, EUS ET FIRST (LAST)YEARSFAMILY IS AVAILAL" - Z 
TOCEC R. AR SO UG &I S IA I NTCS)IFRAYSAEMT 




COMPUTE V0 FORT(LAST)yEA31INTEGRATION 
I NOS COSTIS AVAILABLE FIRST (LAST 
BOTHCOrONENTS AREY"WYEAR AVAALALPE 
 NY 
NO(N WRNRAB -/R ' m-UTNmsmm 
NyE N ID 1 O
 
ALLAp:PAK O AV ALINEGATOEG RA NRIETRAuICEINC=SUT(AI)P.RSCU BENCOSUED 
COr,COT - NON MRTART YES INCREMEU­
CACLT FORCIOC NITON ATSENON X 











WKL NEW PENALTY ES 










LAUNCH RATE ANDREQUIREMENTS 
DETERMINE NIS -
NUMBER OF MISSIONS 
STOP WHEN READ 
BLANK CARD 
RESTORE VLUES OF 
NSTG, NFAM, NCINP, 
IF APPROPRIATE 
00 	 YES 
RAANPRNOU READ NNO 
MAE? C AN IP <0? 
NFAM CAD0?-TDA 
NDIS NP S 
NP STOP WHEN READ 
NV WRITEBY YEAO 
FFLAG END OF DATA-Y 




YES NUMBER OF PAD COSTS 

DETERMINE NP .. 
STOP WHEN READ YEARBLANK CARD LANC 
SET UP MISSION 
MARI BY EA 
OF MISSION-YEAR 
COMINATION 
LETT = MISSION NUMBER 
LYR = LAUNCH YEAR 
YRLM = LAUNCH RATE*a 
PRIORITY FACTOR 
NEAD AND PRINT OUTSTAGE COS 	 T DATA <? Y 
NUMBER OF STAGES 	 NO 









DETERMINE NCI = 	 . 
NUMBER or INTUEGRATION YES COSTS 
STOP WHEN READ BLANKNUYRE CSTCARD 
WRITE 





NO ES NO CALCULATE EXPONETS 
CNOEGRATI < S GUESS OCALLC S NM 
CURVUV 
ST1U8 r7=ORINTGA NAU 
IFLERNIN C EFA 
YES NET 50 CALAO NO GUESS = GUESS 1 E 
OR CAL CHOOZGUESSISTORES CURRETN M 
INCREMENT 0.001 VGLUES O<IS NVRiIE 













MR EACH STAGE ASSATE 
AVATH VEHICLE ILOOP I I 
mc1 ONRECH, MX - WON'RECH +l 
NVMD REFERENCE BRAIDER 
m No 
N E 0 
NS 
EAC M COST ASSOCNOWTI EACH STAGE ASSOC 
WITH 'VEICLEI 
NOMEC(L J 4) - NUMD 
SREFERENCE BUSEER 
l N WTTHVIMCLE I 








ASSC WITH VEHICLE 1 















S ITRAINOSCM YESHC 
STORE~~~~~~~~AHAI LCLE 





















EGT E CL ET A VMCEATI O YS CL UNA 
BEEN 150DDUSTED? TOT00 
I 
SAT WERE ANy VECLES 
INUT IN CAPABL? 
YESq UND CON,,rATIOmNO 
- VEIICLE INPUT IN 
CAAL ? 
HAVE W 0 STAGES 
SAME ASINPU VEHICLE? 
HlAVEIST THIREE 
STAGES SAME AS 
INPUT VEHIICLE ? 
1 
DOESVELL WSSON WPL> 
N - ARRMZIR OF 
SAG: 
DEEnUUN PALAVEIL 
Al - 1 IF 3 STAGES 
- 4STAGES 
MImO LOOP P=FI C HE 
THEN STOE AMSIOCAoAJs BEEN C/ SIEE?',T 
OR PERF~a C 
START 
O MISOW A C 
-A VYEC L 
COMBINATION ASSIGNED TOTHIS MISSION?J1NMVEHICLE 
Y E S 
WITE 





LAUNCH YEAR NUMBER OPLAUNCrES, 
VEICLE CAN ACCOMPLISH 
NO LAUNCH YEAR COMBINATIONS 







Deck Name IvMOX01PK 
Fortran IV subroutine coded in 360 Assembler Language (also MAP coded for the 7094) 
Written by R. E. Slye 
PURPOSE 
This subroutine is used to pack an array of integer or logical data into a smaller array 
m a packed binary format. 
METHOD
 
The unpacked (sorce) data is treated as an array of unsigned integers. The integer 
words are truncated on the left and only the N low order bits ore retained. The N 
low order bits are then placed sequentially, left adjusted, in a packed array word 
until that word is filled. Packing then continues into the next word, etc., until the 
source data is exhausted. 
Since a storage word contains 32 bits, a packed word may contain 32/N data items. 
Note that since only the N low order bits are retained, the largest integer item that 
will be represented correctly is 2 N - N. For example, it N = 4, the packed items 
will represent digits from 0 to 15. For a larger integer, the packed item will in 




Tis subroutine has three entry points. The three entxies are PACK, UNPACK, and 
ITEM. To pack data, the Fortran call statement is 
CALL PACK (L, M, I, N) 
where 
L is the name of the array containing the source data. 
M is the name of the array containing the packed data. 
I is the number of data items in L. 
N is the number of low order bits to be retained. 
The array L should be dimentioned I. 
The array M should be dimentioned [(I-1)/[32/NI + 1 
To unpack data, the Fortran call statement is 
CALL UNPACK (L, M, I, N) 
where the arguments are as listed above.
 
I may be less than the actual number of items in the packed array.
 
Packed data in the array M is unpacked and placed right adjusted in the array L.
 
(The unused high order part of the word is cleared.5 
The third entry point to the routine may be used to recover a single item from the packed 
array M. It is called by the Fortran statement 
J = ITEM (M, I, N) 
The Ith item in the packed array M is returned to the calling program. 
C-1i 
ADDITIONAL flFORBATION 
If [32/N] is not an evert integer, some low order bits in a packed word are unused. 
For example, if N = 6 the word may contain 5 items and the last 2 bits are unused 
The 6th item will then start at tne begimning of the 2nd word. 
Tins subroutine is also available for use on the 7094. Since the 7094 has 36 bits/word 
rather than 32, the data will be packed differently. This should not concern the user 
except that the size of the M array may be slightly smaller. 
PRECAUTION 
Integers in the source data may be negative. However, if negative integers are used, 
the results will be different on the 360 from that on the 7094 since negative 360 integers 
are carried in complement form. 
(c-18
 















ERR m 0 




YES WP OP W. OTAL LIFr-O FWE'GH VVEHLECLE SAEOF COMPUTE WBEW - WE=GHTIULO L9 
VELOCIT LOSS BURN TIME >09 HOG OP 
NO 
BEEN CONSIDERED? WEOF TAGE VELOCITY AT GO 
VLSST 
C' 
TOA KE p YES TIE 
LOOP? THROUGH 





WRITE FOR EACH NUMD REFERENCE NUMBER 
REUR
START 
QUANTITIES BRANCHED UPON 
NUMD NUMBER, DS, SUST, TYPE OF COST, NYD, LYD 
0 
NO FEASIBLE NUMBER OF LAUNCHES or REUSABLE UNITS TO 	 OVERDEVELOP- BATCRRINGMAKE ADJUSTMENT ORADD INIEIAL PURCHASE PRICENo 	 DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM 
BY YEAR AND LAUNCH SITE FORT MNT COST DS I APPLICABLEI YEAS FOREACII STAGE I 
EACH STAGE AND ITTEGRATIONYSPAIRr
 
7DETERIffNE VEICnE RCG 
COSTS BY YEAR AND LAUNCH SITE 
DETERMINE ACTUAL NUMBER OFBYSMIGALSOCTELUCEBYYAANLANHDETERMINE NUMBER or COMfPONENT RECURRING COSTS 
SITNESR YEASTG AND INTEGCH HARDWARE UNITS REQUIRED MODIFIEDBY INPUT LEARNING 
S T A G T E F O E E A CH E G R A -B 	 Y Y EAR FOR ALL LAU NC INDI N 	 ETION PAIR BASED ON OPTIMUM 7 2NHSTSFACTOR 
ASSIGNMENT FOUND IN CHOOZ 	 dI 
FOR EACH STAGE, isAIMUM
 
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES NO IS STAGE USED NO FEASIBLE VALUE FOR
 
BY YEAR AND LAUNCH 	 NUMBER Or HARDWARESITE = NUMBER USED AS NLATSUTO7UNITS REQUIRED BY YEAR
 
INPUT TO LAST ITERATION?
 







A compile-and-save Fortran listing of each subroutine in the launch vehicle/mission 
assignment program is included in this section. Storage requirements for each sub­
routine are listed on the output along with the code name under which the subroutine 
was saved. Total storage requirements are listed at the beginning of the sample case 
presented in Appendix B. Comment cards are liberally placed throughout the deck 
so that new users may familiarize themselves with the logical function of each 
subsection within the program. 
Subroutine PACK is written in 360 assembler language and is stored for general NASA 
use. Therefore, its listmg is provided in that language 
Labeled common blocks were used for storage whenever possible to avoid long argument 
lists for each subroutine.' 
These blocks are found 'at the' beginning of each listing with 'a brief explanation con­
cerning the nature of the variables found in each block. 
I
The block labeled SCRACH stores variables onldy required in that subroutine so that 
the same storage locations may be used for storing new variables in the next sub­
routine. All other labeled common blocks contain variables used in several 
subroutines. 
The listings are presented in alphabetical order according to subroutine name for 
easy reference. 
D-IT 
D. 2 COMPILE-AND-SAVE LISTING 
The compile-and-save listing follows 
(171 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 70 113/15 08.52 






































































































SUBROUTINE AVAIL N 
C, M00 AVAILABILITY 70 CAPABILITY MATRIX 
INTEGERS2 LETTLYRMINNONRECLYD.ePADVEH 
CtSTORAGE FOR MAIN, DECISN, STGNUM, CAPABL, AVAIL, AND CHIDZ 
COMMONINONIIMt NUNTO.STGlR3NFA..],CINP,N 
CiSTORAGE FOR MAIN, DECISN, STGNUK, CAPABL, ANO AVAIL 
COO(ON/VEHCLE/ NPAO(2,60IVEH(4,6O1,NYP(2,60) 
C(STORAGE FOR MAIN, STGNUM, CAPABL, AVAIL, AN0 CHOOZ 
COIM40NIMISSON/ LETT(2501,LYR(250 LTR(501.YRLM(250)MIMI[25),NM 












CtSTORAGE FOR AVAIL ONLY 
COMMON/SCRACH/ LZ1120),DUMMYISOISV1412,120)
 
C **.AOO AVAILABILITY TO VEHICLE CAPABILITY MATRIX--*
 





DO 35 1 = INV2
 
- IF(ITEM(VM(1.IhLI).EQ.0) GO TO 38
 
1 00 36 M - 1,20
 




IF(KO.LT.NVDINOI) GO TO 38
 




37 LIIT = 1
 
GO TO 35 
f 38 LZII) - 0 
35 CONTINUE 
t CALL PACKILZVN-(I.J).NV,1) 
39 CONTINUE 
C A LESS THAN 136 FOR PRESENT FORMATS I E. ETER LE 3 
284 WRITE (6,40O01 









00 420 II . INV2
 







00 2A6 J . IKN 
LZ{JCI-K) * ITEM(VNMIIJ)hII,1I 
286 CONTINUE 
IF (I1 LE AV) 
IRITEI6,4RCOIISTGIIA),STG(IB),STG(IC),STGIIO),(LZ(JCI-KI JKKNN 






IFUNK LI KHM) RETURN
 
IFCITER E 2) WRITEI6,4001)
 






4000 FORMAT 11HI.34X.51H H C A P A BI
E H I C L E A M I I I 1O N L I
 
1 T Y/46X,30HI( = POSSIBLE, 0 - IMpOSSIBLEI/1H043X,1O(2HI ). 
2 1012H2 ),10(2.3 1,6(2H4 )/184 VEHICLE A MISSION,9 ,4(20HI 2 3 4 
35 6 7 8 9 0 I,9HI 2 3 4 5ff) 
4001 FORMAT(IH01 IHI,25X,42Hk 1,10(2H5 II0I;H6 311012H ),10(2H8 I,
 




4002 FORMAT (IHOG.X.14HMISSIM NUMBER. 44.4512)
 
4003 FORMAT(IHOJ IHO2X,9(2H9 IIO(2HIO)102HII),10(2HI2)t6(2HI31/
 
I IN VEHICLE / MISSION, 9X,4(ZOHI 2 3 45 6 7 0 9 0 1,
 
2 9HI 2 3 4 5/)
 
4100 FORMAT (IN ,I2,IX.4(A4.I*12HE .4512)
 





END OF COMPILATION 8* 
D-2 
FBB-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFMAPNCAL 




























LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBDL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION 
2F8 NONDIM NONDIM 2FC VEHCLE VENCLE 
300 MISSON MISUN 314 STAGE STAGE
 
308 OSCOST OSCOST 30C CAPIAT CAPHAT
 
310 SCRACH SCRACH 314 SCRACH SCRACH
 
318 ITEM SUNRESOLVED 31C PACK SUNRESOLVED
 












IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
1417) 0s/360 FORTRAN H 0ATE TI 113/15 09.23 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- NAIN,OPT02,LINECNT44,SOUPCEBC,NLISTNOOECKLOANOAPNOEDITIOiNOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE CAPABL 
C INPUT VEHICLE INFORMATION AND COMPUTE CAPABILITY MATRIX 
ION 0003 REAL ISPLENT 
ISN 0004 INTEGER*2 LETTLYRMIIVEHNPAONULT 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN. DECISN, STGNUM, CAPABL. AVAIL, AND CHOOZ 
ISN 0005 COPMN/NONDIMl NUMD,NSTG,MYRSNFAHNCINPNV 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN, DFCISN STGNUM, CAPARL. AND AVAIL 
ION 0006 COMMON/VFHCLE/ NPADI2.60),VENI4,6OhNYP( ,601 
C STORACE FOR MAIN, STCNUM, CAPABL AVAIL, AND CHOOZ 
ISN 0007 COMMON/MISSON/ LETT(250),LYR(2501,LTRE50)'YRL(2501,HINI250)NM 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN, STCNUM, CHCOZ. AND CAPAIL 
ISN 0008 COMMIMN/VEHEC/ RECUR(60,20,2),NMULT(60,5 IIFLAG 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN AND CAPABL 
ISN 0009 COFUION/MISFEQ/ IVEHA(50)VLR(5OI.WPRISOINPLS[OO),MR(50).NRR(50, 
1 RPLH(50"TRIP(5D) 
ISN 0010 , CO.MON/VEHIN/ IV,KNV, SNHISNOPT.KOIE(40) ,KWEP(30),IPRPLO(SO) 
C STORAGE FOR CAFAOL ONLY - SAVE FOR BATCHING 
ISN 0011 COMMON/BATCH NRP(60) 
1 8l16Ol,2(60),031.01,84160,KOEVI60),NVS(60).,RV(601 






3 PRT(60), OOIMMYI3937I.VHN2,120) 
C 
ISM 0013 0 281 J - 1,60
 
ISN 0014 IFIIV LT 0 AND.J.GT.KNV) GO TO 5004
 
ISN 0016 IF(IV.LT 0 AND IS.LT.0I GO TO 27
 
ISN 0018 IFIIV LT 01 GO TO 15
 
ISN 0020 REAOI5,106) INEH(IJ), II,4)BIIJ) B2(J) .31JI 84(J),KOOEVIJI
 
ISN Ol7 IFIKlFVIJI E 0) GO TO 5002
 
ISN 0023 DO 700 I - 1.4
 




ISM 0026 00 701 I 1,2
 
ISN 0027 701 NPAOII.JI * NPAXII.J)

ISN 0028 15 DO 26 I . 1.4
 
ISN 0029 IFIVE]IIIJI E0 0) GO TO2T
 
ISN 0031 00 25 K - I.NSTG
 
IS0 003Z IFIVEH(IJ).NI.KOOEIK)I 00 TO 25
 
ISN 0034 VEH(IJ) - K
 
ISN 0035 GO TO 26
 




OSN 0037 26 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0038 27 NV - J 
ISN 0039 IFIIV.LT OAD IP.LT 0) GO TO 9007
 
S N 0041 DO 9008 I - 1,2
 
ISN 0042 IF (NPADIIJI E.0) GO TO 9008
 
ISN 0044 DO 9009 K = I,NP
 
ISN 0045 IF tIpAO(IJ) NE KODEPIK)I GO TO 9009
 
ISN 0047 NPADIIJ) * K 
ISN 0048 GO TO 9008
 
ISN 0049 9009 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0050 9008 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0051 9007 C1 * BIlJI 
ISN 0052 C2 82(J)
 
ISN 0053 C3 * B3J) 
C4 54(J) 
:so 0056 00 28 I1.NMIS
 
IS 0054 8 
ISN 0056 NNULT(JII = I
 
ISN 0057 LZI) = I
 
ISN 0058 IF (IVEHAII) E0O) GO TO 21
 
ISN 0060 IF (IVEHA(I) NE KODEV(J)) GO TO 8024
 
ISN 006 GO TO 020
 
ISN 0063 21 VLX-VLRIII-25573
 




ISN 0067 00 22 JJ * 1.4 
ISN 0068 IFIVEHIS-JJJ) EQ 0) GO TO 22
 
ISN 0070 LL A VEHII-JJJ)
 
8024
ISM 0071 IFIRPLMII) GE 1 O.AN ApLOILL) LT..00I) 
 00 TO 
ISN 0073 IF(RFLMJI) A RPLOILL) LE 0311 GO TO 23
 
ISN 0075 GO TO 255
 
ISN 0076 22 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0077 255 IFINTRIP(I).EQ 0) GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0079 IF(NP GE WPR(I) GO TO 24
 
ISN 0081 MHULT(J,) . INT(WPR(t)AJFP .99)
 
ISN 0082 IF(HHULT(Jt) GT.NTRIP(1I) O0TO 0024
 
1S 0084 GO TO 24
 
ISN 0085 23 IF IWP LE.WPR(lII GO TO 8024
 
ISM 0087 24 IF (NOPT NE 3) GO TO 8020
 
ISN 0089 IF (NPLS(II.EQ 0) 0 TO 8023
 
ISN 0091 IF INPLS(I) NE.NVS(J)I GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0093 8023 oF (NRRII) GT.NRP(JOI GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0095 IF (MOR1) EQ 0 OR MRVIJ) 0.10 GO TO 8020
 
ISM 0097 0024 LZI) - 0
 
ISN 0098 8020 IF(NP NE.0 M(II) - LZ(I)
 
1S0 0100 IFILZII) EQ 0 OR NP E 0) 0 TO 28
 
C NOTE - LT - I OR 2 FOR REUSABLE COMPONENTS NEED NOT BE ETR OR IT
R 

IS 0102 IF ILTR(I) E0.2) GO TO 9019
 
C CARDS MUST BE IN SAME OROER AS INPUT STAGE CARDS
 




ISN 0104 M1(I) . 0
 
ISN 0105 IF (IVEHA() EQ 1O0EV(J)) GO T0 28
 
ISM 0107 IF INPADIIJ) EQ 0) LZ(I) - 0
 
ISN 0109 GO TO 28
 
ISN 0110 9019 LZ(I) = 0
 
iS" 0111 IF (IVEHAIII EQ.KOEV(JI) G0 TO 28
 
ISM 0113 IF (NPAD(2,JI EQ 01 MII . 0
 




ISN 0117 t IF (NP NE 01 CALL PACK (MZVW(lI,JHMISl)
 
0SN 0119 281 CONTINUE
 




S 0123 00 30 I = INSTG I
 
IS 0124 READ(S,109) JNST(I),THRT(I),DIAMIIITSLII BLENTI IWTFU(II.
 
ISN 0125 IF(J E0 01 GO TO 31
 




ISN 0128 IF(J NE ODE(Ill GO TO 5005
 
ISN 0130 30 CONTINUE
 
ISI 0131 31 CALL MATE
 
ISN 0132 5004 IF (NP E 01 RETURN
 
ISN 0134 DO 5003 J INV
 
ISM 0135 VHMIJOOVI - VMWIIJ)
 








ISN 0140 106 FORMAT 1412,4E13.6,18X.12)
 
ISN 0141 18 FORMAT (3X,312,4131
 
ISN 0142 109 FORMAT(14,15,7FIO 0)
 
ISN 0143 110 FORMAT(27HOSTAGE CAROS IN WRONG ORER)
 





ISN 0145 122 FORAT(IHO,24,IF13 2) 
$N 0146 END 
...... END OF COMPILATION 
. 
Faa-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFNAPNCALVARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SlZE1126976t,2576) DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED














NAME ORIGIN LENGTH 


















StRACH bIAO WFt 
LOCATION 
 REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTIO 
 LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL 
 IN CONTROL SECTION
 
1c8 DONOM NORDIM ICC VENCLE VeNCLE100 PISSON NISSON 104 VEHIEC VtHREC
10B VEHREC VEHREC 
 lO
c VEHREC VENREC
LE0 HISREO MISREQ lEA VEHIN VEHINIE8 BATCH BATCH 
 LEC SCRACH SCRACIIFO SCRACH SCRACH 
 IF4 SCRACH SCRACH
IF8 MATE $UNRESOLVED SFC 
 PACK SUNRESOLVED
200 EXP 






***NOX02Cp NID REPLACED IN DATA SET 
SCLZSI:I ION D
 
FORTRAN IV C LEVEL 1, MOD 4 CHOOZ DATE 70113 15/09/56 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBROUTINE CHDno
 


























C STORAGE FOR MAIN, DECISM, AVAIL, AND CH0OZ I 
000B COHMONI/DSCOST/ DS(100I.SUSTIIOt),NYD(100) LVYOIIOOINDNRECIIO,20)
 
























1 NOOE(5,500),LZ( lOOHII120) KEEP(100,COST2,251 .WR(IO01
 








C THE FOLLOWING DATA STATEEMIT-USEO ON THE 360. PLACES I'S IN ALL LOCATIONS
 




0017 IFIMYRS OT 10) GO TO 2
 
0018 KI - I
 
0019 KEX - MyRS
 
0020 GO TO 3
 
0021 2 KI = 2
 
0022 KNEX - IMYRS . 1)/2
 
0023 3 CONTINJE 
C 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 01002 DATE - 70113 15/09/56 PAGE 0002 






0026 KPNX - 10
 




0029 DO 400 I 1,50
 










0033 W2(11 0 0
 
0034 TDS(I) * 0 0
 
0035 w0 19 J=Ilt
 
0036 IY = LYRIJ)
 






0040 COST(I,J) - 1 0130
 
0041 COSTI2,J I 1E30
 
0042 00 18 I-1,NV2
 
0043 IF(MZ(I) EQ 0) GO TO 18
 
0044 11 = I . MINO{OISIGNINVNV-1))

0045 X = MHLT(I1,JX
 
0046 CX - YRLMiJ)SRECUR(I1,IYITR)*X
 
004T IFICX*(E.COTI2.J)) GO TO 18
 
0048 IFICX LT.COST(1,J)0 GO TO 176
 
0049 COST12,J) - CX
 
0050 Go TO 18
 













0057 COST(1,J) - 0 0
 
0058 CO2,J) . 0 a 
0059 20 W241) W2(1) . COST(2,JI
 
0060 19 W(I) = ( + COSTIIJI
 
0061 IFINUMO EO.OI RETURN
 
C 









0063 IFIIFLAG GT.0) GO TO 22
 
0064 DO 211 I ,NUMO
 
0065 21 KOUTI|) 0 
C LOUT = NUMBER OF SUST COSTS OT 0 WHICH HAVE BEEN SET TO O 








0O 27 I - INUDHO 
G , GUESS/C 50 OaX) 
0071 
0072 
IFISUST(II.LT. 001) GO TO 27 
IF(SUST(II.GT.G) GO TO 27 
0073 LOUT I LOUT + 1 
0074 IFILOUT.GT 20) GO TO 28 
0075 KOUTMI) = LOUT 
0076 SAVSICLOUT) - SUST(I) 
0077 SUSTMII - 0 0 
0078 IF(DSEIIoGE..5) GO TO 27 
0079 LZ(I) = KNEX 
0080 27 CONTINUE 
0081 28 IFLOUT GT 0) CALL PACK{LZ.NODEII.IINJMD,41 
0082 GO TO 29 
003 422 IF(LOUT 0 0) 00 TO 29 
0084 DO 23 I - INUMO 
0085 
0006 
IF(YOUTI.EQ 0 OR 05081 GE. 
LZIII - KNEX 
5) GO TO 23 
0087 23 CONTINJE 
0088 CALL PACK(LZ,.NOOE4II)dIUHO,4 
C 
C ... PICK COST TO CONSIDER NEXT ... 
0069 
0090 29 NCOST 0040(Ey* 0 
0091 FHAX. -1 0E35 
0092 IF IKPNXoNE.NX 
0093 
ICALL UNPACK ILZNOOE(IXhNUHD4) 
30 GO 35 NIC INIUD 
0094 IFILZ(HIC) LT 151 GO TO 35 
0095 HKEY I NKEY + 1 




WR(NIC) - 0.0 
O0 33 J- 1,NH 
IF(YRLMIJ3 EQ 0 0) GO TO 33 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 ChbOOZ DATE * 70113 15/09/56 
0100 CALL UNPACKIHZVNHIIJ),NV2,1) 
0101 CHIN - I 0E30 
0102 AO * LYRJI 
0103 JX * LEITJ) 
0104 ITR * LTR(JX) 
0105 00 32 I = 1,NV2 
0106 IFIMZIOI E 0) GO TO 32 
0107 00 31 H - 1 20 
0108 IF(NONRECIIH).EO 0) GO TO 315 
0109 NO = NONRECEI.I) 
0110 IF(MO E HIC) GO TO 32
 




0113 315 I1 I HINOIO,ISIOGINVNV-I)) 
0114 X * NHULTI1,JXI 
0115 CX * YRLMIJ)*RECUR(11,KOtITR)*X 




0118 WR(NIC) = Wk(HICI * CHIN 
0119 33 CONTINWE 
0120 3O PF = WR(NIC) - W(NXI
0121 IFIPF .i-0no) GO TO 35 
0122 301 IF(SUSTINIC).GE..O01) OF - OSINICI)D 5 + SUST(NIC) + PF 
1 -1 0E4/ISUSTIN[C)'W4)0123 IFOSUST(NIC3.LT 0011 DF * 0 5.0S(NIC) 4 4.0 4 PF 
0124 IFISUSTIHIC).LT..001 AND.PF GT I OEIO OF - 10E34 
0125 IF(OF LE FHAXI GO TO 35 
0126 FHAX * OF 
0127 NCOST - NIC 
0128 35 CONTINUE
 
0129 36 IF(NCOST.NE.O) GO TO 295
 
C 
0130 IF(NIEY.EO.O0 GO TO 75 
0131 00 37 1 - INUO 









0137 GO TO 75
 
C ALLOCATE SPACE FOR NEN OOES 
C 
D-7 
FORTRAN IV 0 LEVEL It HOD 4 CHOOZ DATE * 70113 15/09/56 
0138 295 IF(SUST(NCOSTI GE 001) JO * (NyD(NCOSTI 1)/KI
 
0139 IFESUSTUNCOST) LT .001) J * XNEX - 1
 
0140 IF(NEXT EQ.1) GO TO 41
 
0141 00 40 1 , 2,NEXT
 
0142 K - NEXT + 2 - 1
 




0145 IPiSUST(NCOSTI.GE .001) NSAVEIJI * K
 
0146 IFISUSTINCOST) LT .0013 NSAVE(1) * K
 










0152 IF(NEXT.EO 5001 GO TO 74
 
0153 IFESUST(NCOST) GE 00)) OSAVE(J) - NEXT
 
0154 )F(SUST(NCOST).LT .001) NSAVE(I) - NEXT
 




C ... BRANCH WITH VARYING YEARS OF SUSTAINING COST ...
 
0156 44 DO 52 K1.10
 
0157 IFISUSTINCOST) GE 001 AND K LT.I (NYDINCOST)-I)/KII GO TO 52
 
015. KXXNSAVE(K) 
0159 IFIfK-IItKl.LT.LYD(NCOST)) GO TO 45
 




0162 GO TO 509
 















0169 509 IFISUST(NCOST).LT 00) GO TO 53
 




C *8* BRANCH INCLUDING NCOST AND ALL SUSTAINING - PUT IN NODE NX ** 
0172 53 LZENCOST) - (LYOINCOST) . ­4K 1)IKI
 
0173 CALL PACK ILZNOOE(I.NX)NUAO,4)
 
0174 IF(W(NXI.GT.W(KX)- 0001 AND W INX).G1 W28KX)-0 0001) K-50
 
0175 OFIWilX) UT W(KXI-.0091 AND WZ(NX).UT.1 OE25.AND.W2IKX)-WZ(NX).LT.
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOO 4 CHOOZ OATE - 70113 15/09/56
 
i 1 0825) X=50
 
0176 KX = NX
 







C *8* IMPROVE GUESS IF AT BOTTOM OF TREE *8
 
0179 IF(NKEY.GT.11 GO TO 55 
0100 GUESSI - GUESS
 
0161 IFIZ(IX).LT.GUESS) GUESS - Z(NX)
 
0182 DO 5) 0.I.KNSX
 




0185 IF(Z(K) LT GUESS) GUESS = ZIK)
 




088 515 WRITE (6.210) GUESS
 
PICK NEXT NODE FOR BRANCHING AS THE CNE WITH LEAST LOWER BOUNO Z
 




0191 00 59 )=2.NEXT 
















0200 75 O0 00 J.0 .NH
 






0204 KO - LYRIJI
 
0205 3X - LETTIJ)
 
0206 ITR - LTR(JX)
 
0207 no 78 I-INV2
 
0208 IF(MZ)I5.EO 0) GO TO 78
 
0209 DO 7T K-1,20
 




0212 IFIKI'LZ(NO) LT.KO) GO TO 78
 
D-8 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL I, MOD 4 CHOOZ DATE * 7013 I5/09/56 
0211 T CONTINUE
 
0214 775 11 * I + MINOIO,ISIGNINV,NV-I))
 













0222 IFIRp OT 0 OR LOUT GT.0) GO TO 354
 








0226 354 CALL PAOCST
 
0227 IFIZINX).tE.19.OE30) GO TO 320
 
022a GUESS - GUESSI
 
0229 WRITE 16,2101 GUESS
 
0230 320 IF{EXTRA GE.99 91 GO TO 55
 




0232 202 FORMATII4HIGUESS TOO OO)
 
0233 203 FORMAT (IgHIEXCEEDEO 500 HOGES)

0234 g05 FORMAT IIHS5H R A N C H A N 0 5 0 U N O N 0 D E V A L U
 
1 E S/58HONOOE BRANCHED COST YEARS RECURRING NON-RECURRING 
2,5XSHTOTAL/13H NO. FROMSX,12"N. SNSTAIl5X,3(5HBUN0,9X3/) 






FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MCD 4 CHOOZ DATE - 70113 15/09/56 
TOTAL MEMORYREQUIREMENTS 001531 BTTE$ 
D-9 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALMAP 

















CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 








































-***MOXO2CH N0W REPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY
 
IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, FICALWAS SPECIFIED 
117) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 70 113/15.10.35
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME, MAINOPT.D,LINECNT.44,SORCEBCDNOLIST,NODECKLOADNOMAPNOECIT ONOXREP 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE DECISN IMYFLAO) 
C. SET UP DECISION COST CATEGORIES AND THEIR AVAILABILITY 
ISN 0003 INTEGER.2 NORRECLYDNPAD.VEHNPFAM,NPSTGNPINTL.NPINTU 
C STORAGE FOR MADN, DECISN. STGNUM, CAPABL, AVAIL, AND CHITZ 
ISN 0004 COMMON/NONDIM/ NUD,STG,.YRS.NFAHNCINPNV 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN. DECISH, STGNUI, CAFARL, AND AVAIL 
ISM 000, CONNON/YENCLE/ NPADI ,bOIVEH(4,60)NYPQRA60I 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN, DECISM, STGNU, AND AVAIL 
ISN 0006 COMMON/STAGEI LSA(4OISNRI41ESTG(40),SUS(40),NYS(40tSUSLS(40,2). 
D NFS(40,4) 
isN D C STORAGE FOR MAIN, DECISN, AVAIL, AND CHOZISN 0007 COMNIOR/DSCOST/UStIO0),SUST(IOOINYO{10O),LYO{10O),NONREC(120,20] 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN, OECISN, AND STGNUM 
ISN 0008 COHMON/INT/ NFL(40INFMU(IO),INT(40),SINT(4),SINTLS40,2I 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN AND OECISN 
ISN 0D9 COMNONFAILY/ KODEF(30)eFNRE3S),FMSUS(3b1,FMSLSI3O,2),FA(3IO) 
ISN 0010 COOMN0PAOEt PFANRD3O.E,3),PFAMS(30,5,3),NPFAM(10,5), 
1 PSTGO(30,10,3),PSTGS(3010,1 ,NPSTG0.O3 t ,PINTS30,S,3),
2 NPINTL(30O51,PINTU(30,5,PAD(3O) 
C STORAGE FOR DECISN ONLY 
ISN 0011 COMMON/SCEACH/ MATE100E,LVFI30)NYF30),MAF(303), 
I MAICI40,3)1MAPPI3O,5),MAPSI3D,10)tMAPI(3ODSbDUMMYI4IA)5 
2 HAS(40,3), VMI2,120) 
C 
C, ... SET UP OS COSTS FOR BRANCH AND BOUND PROCEDURE.*
 
C CALCULATE AVAILABILITY OF EACH DECISIIN COST 
C 
OIN OAZ NEO , 0 
iSm 0013 00 3 0 1,tSTG 
ISN 0014 LSA(I) * HIDOILSA(I)tMYRSI 
ISN 0015 MASII.D) . 0 
ISN 0016 IF(SNRII)lSUSII).LT. 01) GO TO 9024 
ISm 0018 NUMO * FND C 1 
ISm 0019 0S I UMD).SNREIO 
ism 0020 SUST NIINMD.SUS(I) 
ISN 0021 MATINUMOI . I 
ISN 0022 MASIIEII . NUMO 
C NYD - FIRST YEAR COMPONENTS DEPENDENT ON OBE COST NUMD ARE AVAILABLE 
ISN 0023 NYD(NUO) i NYSII) 
C 
 LYD . LAST YEAR COMPONENTS DEPENDENT ON 0EV COST NUMO ARE AVAILABLE 
ISM 0024 LYDENUMO) * LSAIII 
ISN 0025 9024 DO 90?5 J 1.2 
I Ic 


































































































































































00 9031 j 1.10
 
' APS(IJ) * 0 
IF (FSTG(I,J,It & PSTGSIIJ,13.LT .01 1 GO TO 9031 
NUNO = NUO & 1 
OSINUOI) = PTGDOIIJll 
UST(NUMO) PSTGSII.J,1I
 














IF (PINT$IIJ,1) LT. .011 00 TO 9032
 
NUMO = NIJO G 1
 















c COMPUTE AVAILABILITy OF PAD COSTS
 
00 9033 I I
0,NV
 
00 9033 J 1,2
 




J1 - J t 1
 
00 9034 K - 1,4
 










00936 11 - 1,10
9035 00 9036goG TO1,10
 
IF INPITG(N,III 06.1) GO TO 9036
 










9037 00 9038 11 * 1,4
 










9039 00 9040 12 = 1,5
 
IF (NPFAMINK21 NE X) GO T0 9040
 










9041 	IF IK E.4) GO TO 9034
 




IF NCI.E0 0) GO TO 9047
 
00 9045 IX . INCl
 
IF (NFNLItX).NE KX) GO TO 9045
 
00 9046 IT . 1.4
 














9047 00 9042 13 - 1.5
 
IF INPIN7L(NK3).NE XXI GO TO 9042 
00 9043 14 * 1,4 

















ISH 0026 MAS(IjtJ1 *.

ISN 0027 IF (SUSLSIIJ).LT..01) GO TO 9025
 
ISN 0029 NUMO . NUMB A I
 
ISN 0030 DS NUMD) - 0 0
 
ISN 0031 SUSTI JO * SUSLSlIJ)
 
0S38 MATINIjO) I 
1sN 0033 MAS(IJc) - hNlD 
ISN 0034 NYO(N13WOJ . MYRS 
ISN 0035 LYDINUIMD) LSA(I) 
ISN 0036 9025 CONTINUE 
ISN 0037 3 CONTINUE 
IAN 0038 IFINFM EQ 0) GO TO 401 
C CALCULATE FAMILy AVAILABILITY OAT 
C FIRST YR. FAMILY 15 AVAIL. , IST YR. ANY STAGE IN THAT FAMILY IS AVAIL 
ISM 0040 00 4Z2 11 - INFAM 
ISN 0041 I - KOOEFIII) 
ISN 0042 LYF(II - 0 
ISN 0043 422 NYP(I) * MYRS 
ISN 0044 004 23 J - I.NSTG 
ISN 0045 DO 424 MS * 1,4 
ISN 0046 I - NFS(J.MS) 
ISN 0047 IF(I.EO 01 GO TO 423 
IAN 0049 NYFII) - MINO (NYFII),NYSIJI) 
ISN 0050 LYF(lI) M AXOHLYF(IIILSA(J) 
ISN 0051 424 CONTINUE 
IAN 0052 423 CONTIME 
Is. 0053 00 B I1 - I.NFAM 
IS 0054 I - KODEFIIII 
IsN 0055 MAFII1, . 0 
ISN 0056 FIFFNR(I)CFMSUSiI).LT .01) 00 TO 9026 
IN 0058 NUMB * NO 8 1 
IAN 0059 0 INAVI F RI 
ISN 0060 SUST (NUMOI-FMSUSI!J
ISN 0061 HATINUMO) -- I 
IAN 0062 MAFII,1) = NUMB 
ISN 0063 NYO(NWDID0 - NYF(I)
IS. 0064 LVDINUMO LYFfIl 
IAN 0065 9026 00 9027 1 * 1,2 
ISN 0066 HAF(I.Jl11 * 0 
IAN 0067 IF (FMSLSIIJ) LT. 01) GO TO 9027 
ISN 0069 WHO . NUMO & I 
ISN 0070 DSINUD) - 0 0 
ISN 0071 SUSTIIUMO) - FMSLS(I,41 
ISN 0072 HAT(NU0) . -1 
ISN 0073 RAF(IsJCO) . NUNO 
IS 0074 NYDINURD) * MYRS 
ISN 0075 LYO(NIMDI - LYFIIl 
IAN 0076 90 7 CONTINUE 
ISN 0077 6 CONTINUE 
ISN 0078 601 IFINCI E0.0) GO TO 61
 
I. 0080 00 .0 I = ,FICI 
ISN 0081 JF * NFML(II 
ISN 0082 KF NFMUIIIh 
ISN 0083 MAIC1I1I. = 0 
ISN 0084 IFIDINT(I)&SINT(I).LT. 01) 00 TO 9028 
ISN 0086 NUMO - NUMO a I 
ISN 0087 OS (KOKO) - OINTII 
ISN 0088 SUST INUMOI.SINTII) 
ISN .09 ATI..OI -100 -
ISN 0090 MAIC(I1) HNMOO 
C FIRST YR. INT. COST IS AVAIL. - ISI YR BOTH FANS ARE AVAIL 
ISN 0091 NYo(NONO) * MAXO(NYFIJF),NyFIXF)) 
ISN 0092 LYDINWHO) = HINO[LYF(JF,LYFIKFI) 
ISN 0093 9028 00 9029 J 0.21 
ISN 0094 MAIC(IlJ&) = 0 
ISN 0095 IF ISINTLSII,JI.LT. 01) GO TO 9029 
ISN 0097 HNI - NUMB A 
ISN 0098 DSINUHD) - 0.0 
IsN 0099 SUST(LI1401 * SINTLS(IJ) 
IsN 0100 HAT(NUNO) . -100 - I 
IAN 0101 MAIC(I.J1I0 . NUO 
ISN 010 NYo(,JMOI MYRS
 
ISN 0103 LYD(NUMO) * HINO(LYFIJF),LYFKF))
 
ISN 0104 9029 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0105 60 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0106 61 IF (Np 80.0) GO TO 9010
 
ISN 0108 00 9011 I ,Np
 
ISN 0109 00 9030 J - 1,5
 
ISN 0110 MAPF(IJ) - 0
 
ISN 0111 IF(pFAM0IIJ,) I PFAMSIIJl) LT .01) GO TO 9030
 
ISN 0113 NUMB . NUMB C 1
 
IsN 0014 OSI"UMO) - PFANDIIJl)
 
IsN 0115 SUSTIMURD) * PFANS(IJI)
 
ISN 0116 MATIlMD) -200 - I
 
D-1f1 






ISM 0222 901A CALL HATCHIRYPLAG)
 














***** END OP COMPILATION * 
F8B-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTtXREFNAPINCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED SIZE. l26976,24576) DEFAULT OPIION(S) USED 


























LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION 
110 NONDIM NONDIM 114 VEHCLE VEHCLE
 
lie STAGE STAGE lit DSCOST DSCOST
 
120 INT TNT 124 FAMILY FAMILY
 
128 PADS PADS 12C PADS PADS 
130 PADS PADS 134 SCRACH SCRACH 











IFW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINT9O IS AN UNRSOLYED EXTERNAL REFERENCE. NCAL WAS SPECIFIED 
D­
II If I6 A 
117, 051360 FORTRAN H DATE 10 113/15 12 04 
COMPILER OPTIONS - RARE- MAINPOPT.02 LINECNT.44.SOURCEBCDNOLTSTNODECK.LOAD,NONAPNOEOITIONOXE F 
ISN 0002 SUSiOUTINE LBOUNO 
C CALCULATE LOWER BOUND PENALTY FUNCTION 
:sN 0003 REAL PE.P. 
SN 0004 INTEGER'2 LETTLYRdH]N,NNRECLYNSAVEKEEPNMULT 
C STORAGE FOR CHOZ AND LBOUND 
IS 0005 COWION/SAVELB/ KX,0IKXNCOSTK,0Z 
0NW0006 COXMON/NCND0/ NUMDNSTG,MYRSNFANNCITNPNV
 
IRN 0007 CO$MIRI4ISSIN LETT 250),tLYR(25n0LTRISn)tYRLHIM2OI t441250),NN
 
]SN 0008 COHNON/DSCOST/ 053100),SUITiIO0hfYD]OO0LYD(100NONRECIIO,20
 
C STORAGE FOR MAIN, STGtNU, CHOOZ, AND CAPARL
 
ISW 009 COMMON/VEHREC/ RECUR(6Ot20,2,NNULT(60,501,IFLAG
 
ISN 0010 COMON/CAPHAT/ VNII4,250I.NV2
 
03N 0011 COXHON/CHOOZE/ NEXT GUESS,HPERP(30ItLP
 
ISN 0012 COMMON/SCRACH/ TOS(500),.WSO0) ,Z(500IWt5OO).NSAVEI10,
 
I NOOEI5,500,)LZIXO)1Z1(120),KEEPIIO),COST(2,250)tRI 0| 
C­
0SW C013 OF (K E0 50) 0 TO 54
 
C **FIND NEW RECURRING LOWER BONO**
 
I5N 0015 49 W1KX)0O.
 
0SW 0016 WZ(KX) - 0.0
 
ISM 0017 DO 50 4I,RK
 
ism 0018 IF(YRLM(J) EQ 0.01 0 TO 50
 
ism 0020 CALL UNPACKIMZ,VNNIItJ),NV2Ol)
 
i1s 0021 CODTI1.J) 1 G 0E30
 
0SN O022 COST(2,J) * 1.0E30
 
ISW 0023 KO * LYRIJ)
 
ISN 0024 JX * LETTtJI
 
ISN 0025 ITR LTRJX)
 
ISN 0026 DO 48 I-Iflf
 
IS" 0027 IFIMZ(I) E0.0) GO TO 48
 
ISN 0029 DO 47 MI.,20
 
ISM 0030 IFONOOJRECItN) EQ 03 GO TO 415
 
ISN 0032 NO - NONRECI0,HO
 
ISW 0033 IF(KILZINOI LIT KO I GO TO 48
 
ISN 0035 41 CONTINUE
 
ISW 0036 475 11 I HINO(GISIG(NVIHV-t)|
 




ISN 0039 IFICX IF COST(2.Jil GO TO 4A
 
Is. 0041 IP(CX.LT.COSTIIJl) GO TO 45
 
ISM 0043 COST(2,J) - CX
 
ISM 0044 GO TO 48
 
IS 0045 43 COST(2,J) . COST(lJI
 
ISM 0046 COST(IJI I CX
 
ISN 0047 HINIJI - I
 




I$M 0050 W2IKX) = WZIOXI 1 CUST1ZJ
 
ISN 0051 50 CONTINUE
 
ISW 0052 IFIKX EQ NX) GO TO 510
 
ISM 0054 KZ = KIOLZINCOST)

IS 0055 IFIWIKX).LT.1.0EZO) GO TO 508
 
is. 0051 TOO - 0 0
 
ISN 0058 GO TO 38
 
IS3 0059 508 IF(KZ EQ O) GO TO 510
 
0S 0061 KY * NSAVEIK-l1
 
15" 006 I12 IFINIKX3 GT WIKYI- COOI.AND.VZIKX) GT.W20KY)- 00011 GO TO 38
 
I0N 0064: IFIWOKX) GT.WIKY)- 0001 AND 921KX) GT I OE25.ANO W2(KYI-W21KX) LT.
 




C CALCULATE LOWER BOUND USING PENALTY FUNCTION BASED ON VEHICLES
 
ISN 0066 510 DO 350 RIC = INU D
 
ISN 0067 KEEPINIC) = 1
 
ISM 0068 IFILZINICI LT.15) KEEP[NICI 0
 
S 000 350 CONTINUE
 
ISM 0071 355 TOO * 0 0
 
IS 0072 IV = 0
 
ISN 0073 T S 0.0
 
ISM 0074 354 00 350 IX I 1,NVZ
 
05W 0075 IFIIX.EO.IV) GO TO 351
 
Ism 0077 VGO - 0.0
 
IS 0078 330 D0 90 J = I,N
 
IS 0079 IF(YRLW(J) EO 0 0) GO TO 90
 
IN 0001 1FIHI0JI EQ IX) GO TO 91
 
0SN 0083 90 CONTINUE
 
ISM 0084 GO TO 351
 
ISM 0085 91 PF - 0 0
 
Ism 0086 KTV - 0
 
iS. 0087 00341 R . 1.20
 
ISN 0088 IFINONREC(I]IX).EO 0) GO TO 3415
 
ISN 0090 NO . NONREC(IXtI
 
RAN 0091 IF(KEEPINO) EQ.0) GO TO 341
 
ISN 0093 VGOO * O 0D$(NO) C FLOAT(KIISSUST(NO|
 
ISN 0094 0T I
 
[ LL """-i 
ISM 0095 341 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0D96 3415 IFCKTV EQ 0) 0 TO 351
 
1SM 098 DO 331J- INI
 
KSN 0099 IF(YRLMIJI LT 0 001 OR MINIJ) NE.IX) GO TO 331
 
IsN 0101 PF PF I COST(2,JI - COST(IJl
 
IsN 0102 331 CONTINUE
 
IsN 0I03 VGO = AMINIIVGO.PFI
 
ISM 0104 IFIVGO LT.TGI GO TO 351
 
ISN 0106 IV * IX 
ISN 0107 TO VOO
 
S 0109 351 CONTINUE
 
IS 0109 IFITO.LT GUESS- 01) GO TO 37
 
IS 0111 TOO - To ITO
 
ISM 0112 TG - 0 0
 
ISM 0113 DO 352 M = 1,20
 
ISM 01A4 IF(NONREC(IVH).E.O) 00 TO 353
 
ISN 0116 NO = NDNREC(KVM)
 
ISM Ol17 KEEPINO) = 0
 
ISM O1s 352 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0119 353 00 TO 354
 
IS 0120 37 TGO - TOO I TG
 
is" 0121 38 IF(KZ.EO.0 TDS(KX) - TOSINXI
 
IIN 0123 OFIKZ OT O.AND KX.NE FXI TD(1R) I TOSINXI
 
I & DSNCOST) G FLOATI(K-I)KI-NYDINCOST)ICI*SUST(NCOST)
 
ISN 0125 54 IF (KX.EO MAI TOSINX) I TOSINXI C
 
1 OSINCOSTI A FLOAT(LYOINCOSTI-YOINCOST)&1I*SUST(NCOSII
 




is 0128 S07 Z(KX) - DMIN & MURK)
 










.(****SS'SENI OF COMPILATION 

FB8-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LIST.XREFMAPUNCAL 































LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION' REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
150 SAVELD SAVELB 154 NONDIM NONDIM 
159 HISSON HISSON l5C OSCOST OSCOST 
160 VEHREC VEHREC 164 VEHREC VeHREC 
166 VEHREC VEHREC 16C CAPHAT CAPHAT 
170 CHOOZE CHOOZE 174 SCRACH SCRACH 
1TA SCRACK ICRACH 170 SCRA SCRACH 
18o IBCOX. SUNRESOLVED 184 UNPACK SUOPRESOLVED 









II) 1 ~I I t1,.I 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN DATE 70113 1S/13/01
 
T7HIS PROGRAM GENERATES THE LEAST COST ASSIGNMENT OF LAUNCH
 
C VEHICLES TO SPACE MISSIONS A BRANCH AND BOUND TECHNIQUE OS USED
 
C TO REDUCE THE COMBINATORIAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM SEVERAL BRANCHES
 
ARE CREATED AT EACH NODE ONE OF THE BRANCHES EXCLUDES THE NEXT
 
C COST AND THE OTHERS ASSUME EXPENDITURE OF A NON-RECURRING COST
 
C WITH 1-2 YEARS OF SUSTANONG COST ADDED AT EACH NODE
 
C PENALTY FUNCTIONS ARE USED TO SHARPEN THE LOWER BOUND
 
C MODIFIED PENALTY FUNCTION OH LONER BOUND BASED ON VEHICLE INFORMATION
 
C **THIS VERSION USES RATE EFFECTS ON RFCURRING COSTS**** 








0001 INTEERB2 LETTLYR.MIN.NONRECLYD,PAVERH,NPFANtNPSTGNPINTL, 
I NPINTUNHULT 






C STORAGE FOR MAIN, STGNUR, CAPABL, AVAILe AND CHOOZ
 
0006 COHMDN/MISSON/ LETT(2501,LVRI OI.LTRIOI.YRLH(RSOtI,MOI250)tN
 






C STORAGE FOR MAIN, DECISN, AVAIL, AND CHOOZ
 
0008 COMM0/DSCOST/ DS(|O),SUST(IOO),NyI 010D.LYD01001,NONREC(120.20

C STORAGE FOR HAIR, DECISN, AND STGNUN
 
0009 COFMONIDNTt NFML14O),NFMU(40),DINTE40),SIHT 401,SINTLS(4,2)
 















C STORAGE FOR MAI , AVAIL. AND CHODL
 
0013 COMONICAPAT/ VNMIA,25O1 .1V2
 




C STORAGE FOR MAIN AND-STGRUM I
 
0015 .D4ON/INTREC RINT(40)PLCONT(40)/
0016 COHMONSTIGREC/NY(40),MOOE(O,3),SR(4 ,31,PLC(40,3),POJ(3I, 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN DATE . 70113 15/13/01 
1 SRJ(3,3)
 






0018 COUIMON/VEHIN/ OVKNV, ISNMISDPT,CODE(45) KODEP(30),IPRPLO(501









C STORAGE FOR MAIN ONLY
 
0021 CONM/IDNSCREC./ MISN(5020)KVEH(50SPB(5O ,MZ(1IKODEM(S0I
 







0023 SNR(E1) - BLANK
C
 






0027 NP * 0
 












0034 IF(IS LI 0I GO TO 12
 
..0IS WATF6.2D3) ­
0036 LX - 0
 
0037 DO B000 1 = 1,41
 




2 (MOOE(DJ), J - 1,31
 
0039 OFIKODEID) ED 0I GO TO IR
 
C INPUT NUllS * -2 IF WANT PROGRAM TO CALCULATE ESTIMATE FOR NV
 
0040 READ (5,9021| ISUSLS(IJ),J 1 2),NU(IIIUP(I),RPLOIII
 
0041 NSTG - NSTG 1
 




0043 DO BOOS j . 1,3
 
0044 IF IMODE(IlJ).EQ.0) GO TO 8002
 
0045 LX - LX + I
 
Ir 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN DATE * 70113 15/13/01 
0046 NODEIIJ) . LX
 




0049 8002 COTI JE
 








0054 0O 13 J * 1.30
 
0055 READ(5.102 lFAKEIIhPFIRII),FMSUsl). IFMSLS(I.K KI,2)
 
0056 IFII EQ 0) GO TO 14
 




0059 13 WRITE6,2141)KOEF(J), F4I}lFMNR(I).FMSUS(I)
 










0064 IFINFML(I) E0.01 GO TO 1716
 






0068 1715 WRITE(6,216) FAHIJ).FAMIKI,RINT(IIPLCINTII),IDTII),SINT(t)
 




0071 00 9004 I - 1,30
 
0072 READ (5,9005) KOOEPI),PAD(I),NPERPOI3
 
0073 IF (KOEPII).EQ 0) GO TO 9002
 
0074 WRITE (6.90061 KOOEP(I),PA(II).NPERPOI)
 




0077 D0 700 J - 1,10
 
0078 700 NPSTGIIJ) = NPSTXEIJ)
 
0079 READI5,5000)(NPFAX(IJ),(pFAMOEI.J,K),PFAHS lJI)C It3),J.1t,5
 
0080 REAO(5,5002)INPIN.LITJ) NPINXU(IJ),IPINISIIJK),K"1,3) .4J.5
 
0081 DO 701J .* 1,5
 
0082 NpFANIIJ) * NPFAXEIOJ) 
0083 NPINTLII.J} * NPINXLIIJ
 
0084 701 NPONTU(1,J) * NpINXU(I.JI

0085 00 9022 J - 1,10
 
0086 IF (NPSTGIIJ).EQ 0) GO 70 5009
 
0087 O 9023 L - INSTG
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MIN DATE - 70113 
 15/13/01
 
0000 IF (NPSTG(IJ).NE KOOE(L) GO TO 9023
 
0089 NPSTGIIJ) . L
 
0090 WRITEI6,5003) GTOlL),(P570(I ,J,K),PSTGSIItJK),K1,3)
 






0094 5009 DO 5006 J 1.5
 
0095 IF INPFAPII.J) EQ 0) GO TO 5007
 
0096 L - NPFAM(IJ)

0097 5006 WRITE6,5004) FA(L),(PFAMDOIJK),PFANS(IJK) X1,K 3)
 
0098 £007 DO 5008 1 - 1.5
 
0099 IF IEPIIITLII.J) EQ.0) GO TO 9004
 
0100 L - NPINTL(I8J)

0101 LX = NPINTUIITJ
 






0105 IFIOM LT 0) GO TO 20
 






0109 1717 00 1718 I-lS0
 




0111 IF(KODER(II.EQ 0) GO TO 20
 
0112 NNIS . fl"IS + 1
 








0115 20 IF(IS LT.0I NSTG * KNSTO
 
0116 IFIIFH LT.0) NFAM = KNFIM
 
0117 IF(I LT 0) MC) = KNC!
 
018 IF LIP IT 0) NP'INP
 
0119 IF(I LT.0) NMIS . KN$
 
0120 IFIIM.LT 0) GO TO 3000
 
*SET UP MISSION MATRIX BY YEAR***
 
0121 NM - 0
 
022 O 4 I , MIS
 
0123 00 4 JIWt RSG
 
0124 IFIMISN(IJ).EQ 01 GO TO 4
 
0125 NM . NM . 1
 
0126 YRLM(NHI FLOATIMISNIIJ)) . PA(N
 
























































IF IHYFLAG 10.13 60 TO I
 
C 




C THE FOLLOWING SECTION HILL BE USED WVEN SUBROUTINE COUNT IS AVAILABLE 
C CALCULATE GUESS FROM INPUT VEHICLE/uISSION SELECTION 
C REA(5A0Z. IKVEHII)'it.N3HIS 
C HRITEI6,4021) 
C DO 30 1 = TNIS 
C K1 - KVEH(I) 
C 11 - VEHTIKI 
C 12 = VEHEZK1)
 
G I3 V-S.3RI3 l
 
C 14 * VEH(4,l)
 
C WRITE16.4022) HISNAHII).STGIlI1.STGI I2)STG(131STG(IS)
 
C 30 CONTINUE 
C 00 31 J - ,NM 
C 0I - LETTIi) 
c M8N(J) - KVEHIII 
C 31 CONTINUE 
C CALL COUNT 
C THE FOLLOWINGCARD SHOULI BE REPLACET 
3004 TOT - .OEI0 





C CALCULATE EXPONENT FOR LEARNING CURVE 
8020 ALOS2 - ALOG(2.) 









































































IF (HOOE(0,J) NE.03 GO TO 660 
PLCIIJ) - ALOG[PLC(IJIl/ALOG2 
660 CONTINUE 
8030 IF(II LT.0 OR MCI E 0) GO TO 0031 
GO 680 I0INCI 
60 PLCINT1I) = ALOG(PLCINT(t)I/ALOG2 
C 
8031 CALL STORIUM IIFLAGI) 
C 
GUESSI = GUESS 
C 
620 CALL CHOOZ 
C 
IFINEXT.GE.500.OR.GUESS LT .001) 0 TO 1 
C 
C |FLAG * NUMBER OF TIMES CHODI HAS BEEN CALLEO 











IF (8FLAG.EO 0) GO TO I 
GUESS - 1UESS1 
GO TO 620
 



















100 FORMAT (315,F12 2,38 ,5212X,12,111
 
101 FORMAT (12,X,A4,3F6 3,3F5 3, 3XZF6.3,713IX,31O

102 FOIHAT(I2,IX.A4t2FIO 0.10X.ZFIO 01
 




105 FORMAT (12,A6,F4.2,6X.F7 0,F6 OF7 0.12.2012) 
107 FORMAT (2X,3FIO 2,25XFIO 2.412,2X,13 
213 FORMAT (16" STAGE COST CATA/6HOTITLE.3(16H RECURRING LC68H D 




_ . .. . F . . 
L---------­
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN DATE 70113 15/X3/01
 
2 9X.1'HIER OR TR), 
3 SXIOH(ETR ONLYI,6X,1OH(TR ONLY),29X,.HFRON TO"']
0177 214 FORMAT EI O.///HOSHAREO COST OATA/37HONO TITLE DEVELOPMENT S 
0USTAINING/1) 
0178 215 FORMAT (IHO./W22HOINTEGRATION COST DATA/59MOLOWER UPPER RECUR
 
RING LC DEVELOPMENT SISTAIN0NGI14N GROUP 0RIUP/)
0179 216 FORMAT (2XA4,4X,A4.FI 2,FT.31,2F13 2)

0180 217 FORMAT (144HNSS)ON )OOEL/ATHD MISS]O VELOCITY PAYLOAD
 
IPRIORITY .20X 15HLAUNCH SCHEDULE/5OXt 201411H /)

0181 219 FORMAT IIX.I2,IX,A6,2X,2FIO DFIO 2,4.,12,2X,20141
 
0182 2001 FORMAT (OThINUMBER OF STAGESIX0t5/19.0N0MBER OF VEHlCLES,6X,]5/
1 I9NONUMAER OF PAMILIES,6XIS/28HONU.BER OF INTEGRATION COSTStI2/
 
X 2HONUMEBR OF PAD COMPLEXES,4X.,21
 
2 I9HONUMBER OF HSSION1S6XI5116NUMBER OF YEARS,9X,15/
 








0185 4021 FORMATI36HIASSIGNMENT FOR CALCULATION OF GUESS//)
 
0186 4022 FORMATIIH .A6,SX,4A4,IlXII
 
0187 5000 FORMATE2X.12.6F6 0,2X,12,6F6 0)
 
0188 5002 FORMATI(X8Z13,3F6 0,213,3F6 0213,3F6 0)
 
0189 5003 FORMAT (278.A4,1X,5HSTAGEIX,3(F9.2,F8.2))

0190 S004 FORMAT )2T,A4.1X,6HSHARED.16X.3(F9 2,F8 2))





1 (lX.A4.E.3(F9 2.FT 3),tF13 2,F12.2,2X14I,04.2X.44.191)8003 FORMAT 4X4F80 3) 
0194 8004 FORMAT (3X,19MRECURRING COST TYPE,12,22 FOR X LESS THAN OR 
I F6.2,14H, TOTAL COST ,FR.2. 19HFOR X GREATER THANF6 2. 
2 14M, TOTAL COST ,F6 2AH X .,F6 21 
0195 8005 FORMATI IMDOREUSEABLESTAGE. 4X,2OlHNIT PURCHASE PRICE.,F7 31 
0196 8032 FORMAT (IHO///5X28JIE OF DATA - JOB COMPLETE) 




* 2 5HPAD 2,12XSHPAD 3/59X,3111HDEV
0198 9005 FORMAT (1421XA4,FS 0)
0199 9006 FORMAT 8IXIZ.ZX.A4,5XFA.ZI 




FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN 









P08-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS 












NAME ORIGIN LENGTH 
MAIN 00 2004 
DNOIN 20D8 IC 
VEHCLE 20F8 4BO 
H1ssoN 25A8 A90 
STAGE 3038 6E4 
OSCOST 3720 1630 
lNT 4F58 3CO 
PADS 531. 378C 
VEHREC ..A. 3CF4 
REUSBL C7AO 190 
CAPMAT C930 FA4 
FAMILY 1100 200 
INTREC CBAB 140 
SPECIFIED LISTNCALHAP 


































NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
O5/360 FORTRAN H DATE 70 113/15 14.29
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAINOPT02,LINECNT.44SURCE,BCONOLISTNECKLDAONMAPNEOITI8NOXRE 
IN 0002 SUBROUTINE NATCH(HYFLAG) F 
C MATCH DECISION COSTS WITH VENICLE
 
C 
ISN 0003 INTEGER*2 N0RECLYDVE,NPAD,NPFAHNPSTGNPINTLNPINTU 
IAN 0004 CONNHJ/N(IIDl/ NUNONIT0,yRATNFAMNCI.NPNV 
IN 0005 CONMON/VEHCLE/ NPADI2,60),VEH4,60),NYP(2,601
 




ISN 0007 COHNIDNOSCOST/ USIIIOh)SUST(100),NyOOIOLYD100),N REC(120,20B

ISN 0008 COMNONfINT/ NFNL(0) ,NFNU4I ,OIDNT(40),SPTB4I).STNTLS(40,2)
 
ISM 0019 COHGO/pA0S/ PFAMO 30,5,3),PFANS(30S,31 ,NPFAMI30,5).
 
I PSTGOD[30,10,3)PSTGS(30,10,31,NPTG(30.104 PINTS(30,5,3), 
2 NPINTL(30,52 NPINTI)30,5)PAD(30) 
ISN 10l0 COMNON/SCRACHN MATIIOO).LYFI30),NYFI3OIMAFI30,3), 
1 MAICI40,31 ,APFI30,5) ,APS(30.10),MAPI(30,51.D0HUY14045) 
2 MA$(40,3), V.12,120)
C 
BSN 0011 00 66 I - INV
 
ISN 0012 JX - I
 
ISN 0013 KX I
 
ISN 0014 00 j1,20 
IsN 0015 NONREC(ILNVJI . 0 
ISN 0016 64 NINRECIIJ) . 0 
ISN 0017 DO 65 MS. 1,4 
ISN 0018 K - VEH(MSI 
IMN 0019 IFlK E0 0) 00 TO 66 
ISN 0021 IF IASIKl,) ED 01 GO TO 9050 
IN 0023 NONREC(IJX) . HAS(KlI 
IN 0024 NINREC(INVIKX) - MAS(K.I1 
ISN 0025 JX = JX C 1 
BSN 0026 KX = X 1 
IN 0027 IFIJX T 20 OR KX IT 20) GO TO 93
 




ISN 0031 NWNRECIIJX) = MAS(K,21 
ISM 0032 JX - JX t 1
 
ISN 0033 IF IJX GT 201 GO TO 93
 
ISN 0035 9051 IF (HAS(K3).EQO.) GO TO 9052
 
ISN 0037 NONREC(IBVKX) - MASIK*3)

ISN 0038 KX - KX A 1
 
ISN 0039 IF (KX GT Z11 GO TO 93
 
ISN 0041 9052 IF (NPAD(1,I1.EQ 0) GO TO 9053
 
ISN 0043 NI - NPAD(I,II
 
'D-20 
L _CL f" il' 
00 9054 J - 1,10011100440IT 0045 IF INPSTG(NI.J) ME K) GO TO 9054 
0SN 0047 IF ( EAPS(N0,J)1 0' H0 TO 903 
ISN 0049 EO0REC(tJX) MAPSI,,IJ} 
0 M 050 JX Jjx .1 
isN 0051 IF iX OT 20) GO TO 93 
isN 0053 1.lGO 9051 
ISM 0054 9054 CONTINUE 
IS 0055 9053 IF INPA0(2.1 ED 01 GO10 63 
05000057 NI = NPADIZ.I) 
ISM0058 00 9055 J = 1,10
ISN 0059 IF (NPSTGNOJ0 016.6) 00 TO 9055
 
11 0061 IF INAp3UIJ).EQ 0) G0 To
!I
 
0S10063 006NS00VKX) MA's 0,.J) 
ISM 00 -XXKX C I 
ISN 0065 " IG X OT 20) GO To 93 
1S3 0067 GO TO 63 
IsN 0060 3061 CONTINUE 
C ** PICK UP SHARE0 COSTS ** 




1S 0071 ]F(KZ E0 01 00 TO 605
 
IS 0073 1[F(MAF;KZ,11 60 0) 00 00 9056
 
ISM 0075 NONRECI,JX) = MAFIK+I,] 
IS 0076 NOIREC(I0NVKX) = HAFIKZ,1)
IS 0077 JX=JXAC 
I$1 07 KX=KX I 
IS 0079 IFIJX.GT*20.OR KX GT 20) 00 TO 93 
I0N 0001 9056 IF (MAFIKZ,Z EQ*0) 30 TO 9057 
1SN 0083 NO(REC(IJX) . MAFIKZZ2 
1SN 0085 IF WJY ST 20) GO TO 93
 
031 0007 9007 IF (OAF(0(,31.00.0) 00 TO 9038
IS0 0089 NOWRECIItNV,0X) - HF(KZ,31 
0S56000GOT K a.t 
ISN 0091 IF IKX.GT 20) GO TO 93 
IS 0093 9050 IF (NPAO(0.0I E 0 00 TO 9009 
ISM 0095 NI - NPADOII 
03110096 00 9009 J - 1,5
05H10DW IF INDFAM4011,i) N0.K1) G0 T0 9060 
05 0099 IF (MAPFIN0jI E0 0) GO TO 9059 
03110101 NORECII*JX) I MAPFINIJ) 
IT 0102 JG.. JX 0 1 
0s 0100 IF (JX OT 20) GO TO 93
 
1S3 0105 60 TO 9059
 
is. 0106 9060 0U0T[N1 E
 
0N 0107 9059 IF (NpA02,I) E 0) GO 10 885
 031 0109 1 -NPAO ZT0,0 
13SI0110 D0 9061J 0,5 
15110101 OF IpFAOOON,J0 HE KIT GO T0 9061






ISI 0116 KX - KX & I 
IS0 0017 IF (X GT 201 0 TO 93 
0S 0119 GO TO 885 
IS 0120 9061 CONTINUE 
1SN 0121 885 CONTINUE 
C ... PICK USP Z610GO&TOCN COSTS 
0511 0122 [Fi0 E0 4) 00 TO 65 
0I10124 0F(VEHS136i0 ) E0 000070 65 
13N 0156 Kl1.V010SIIO) 
011 0127 OF[NCI E0 0 GO TO 9062 
is. 002 00 03 J.10t0 
031 0130 00 887 KYV.04
 
IS. 0131 IFNHLtJ) K))
E N00 (K0 " GO TO GOT
 
0SIT0133 00 806 KZ ,4
IS 134 IFINA1IJ1j) 6o.NFSK3.TZT) 0O TO 000
 
1S 0136 886 CONTINUE
 
IS 0137 887 CONTINUE
 
IS 0138 GO TO 89
 
0S 0139 85 IF (NAICIJII) E 0) GO 0 9063
 
ISM 0141 NONREC(IJX) - NAIC(JtI)
 
0S 0142 NONREC(I&NVKXI - MAIC(J,11

ISN 0143 JXJX C 
IS0 0144 X= KX & 1 
IS0 014A IF(JX GT 20 OR KX GT 201 GO TO 9301 014T 9063 IF IMA0C(J,2I.EQ 01 GO TO 9064 
I011149 NMRaC(IZJx) - MA[CIJ2) 
0S 0150 ix - Jx & IisN 011 iF (Ax GT.200 CO TO 43 
031 0153 906 IF IHAIC(J.3).EQ.O) G TO 09 
is0 0155 NfOOICIotNV,Kx) - MAIC(J,53 
IT 0156 KX - OX t 1 
01 0157 IF (KX GT 201 GO TO 93 
- ... .'2. . 
D-21 
1SH 0159 89 COIIbUE
 
ISN 0160 9062 DO 065 N = 1,2
 
I'N 0161 IF (NPAh(HIEQ 0) GO TO 9065

.SN 0163 .1 - NPAO(M.I )

ISN 0164 .0 9066 I - 1,4
ISn 0165 IF INFSIK.JI E 0) GO To 9065
 
IS0N0167 0 9067 KY 1.5 

ISN 0160 IF (NPINTL(NIKYJ ME NFS(K.JII GO TO 9061
 
ISN 0170 Do 9068 EZ * 1,4
 
55 0071 IF (JPINTU(NIIKY EQ NFSIK1,KZ)) GO TO 9069
 
ISN 0173 9065 CONTINUE
 
1SM 0174 GO 10 906?
 
ISn 0175 9069 IF (NApI(NIrY.EO 0) GO TO 9067
 
IS0 017 
 IF If E 2); rGO TO 9070
 
OSN 0179 IONRECIIJX) * MAPI(I<KY) 
ISN 180 JX = JX S 1
 
Is" 0181 IF (JX.GT.2O1 GO TO 93
 
ISM 0183 GO TO 9067
 
tSN 01.4 9070 MONI0RC(IINVKX IAPIl",KYj
 
IS0 0185 KX = KX A 1
 
IS" 0186 IF NKX GT 20) GO TO 93
 
iS. 0t0 9067 CONTINUE
 
ISM 0189 9066 CONTINUE
 
ISO 0190 9065 CONTINUE
 
IS" 0191 65 CUNTINMJE
 




IS 0194 93 WRITE(6,2201 I
 








-**** END OF COMPILATION *5.5. 
PRO-LEVIL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIEO LISTvRRFFAPNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED SIZE-(126976.24576) DEFAULT OPTIONSI) USED 























LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL
IN CONTROL SECTION REFERS TO IN CONTROL SECTION
 
128 NOIDIM NONBIN 
 12C VEHCLt VERGLE
 
130 
 STAGE STAGS 134 OSCOST DSCOST
 
10 
 [NIT DT 13. PADS PADS
 
140 PADS PADS 
 144 PADS PADS
140 $CRACH SCRICH 








**9OXOEMT NOV REPLACED IN DATA SET
 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGEDIRECTORY 
1EM0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED
 




(17) Usj260 UR1RAN H DATE 70 113/15 15 17 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. MAINOPT02.LINECT=44,SOURCEBC0,N0LISTtOECKLoAONMAP,NOEOITID,NOXREF 
IS OOZ SUBROUTINE HATE 
ISN 0003 IMTEGER*2 VeHNPAO 
ISN 0004 REAL ISPISPALENT 
1SN 0005 COHMON/ONDIM/ NUMDHSTGKYRSNFAMNCIFHPNV 
IS" 0006 COMMON/VEICLE, NPAO(2,60),VEH(460)tyP(2,60)

ISN 0007 COON/MSREQ/ IVEHA50IVLIO),WPR(50),NPLSI50),NR(50).NRR(50),
 
I RPLMI5O)NTRIP(50)
IS 0008 COOMOJ/VE.II/ IVINVtIS.KISNOPTK0E80),KOOEP(301,IPtRPLO(50) 
Ism 0009 COONIONATCM, NRPI60), 
I BI(601,82(60),3(60)b64160)KIODEV(60),NVS1600,1RV160)
 




2 ISP(40)thINT(30) ,KX,0X,WGHT(40,WF(41,WT(4),ISpA14).THUT14), 
C 
3 PRT(601, OUJY13937),V4(2.1201 
ISM 0011 DATA PIVREFCLI/3 1416.2,25573..28.5/ 
ISM 0012 NVI . nV & I 
ISM 0013 00 34 1 = NVI,60 
ISN 0014 VEN(0III0 
IS 0015 00 34 J1.3 
IS0 0016 VEH(JtI+l).O 
ISM 0017 34 WINTIJI).O.0 
ISN 0010 NX * 0 
IS" 0019 I0AX1O 
IS" 0020 JMAX-0 
ISN 0021 KHAX.O 
1S 0022 LMAX.0 
ISN 0023 00 35 I14,1STG 




IFUNST(I E0 1) IMAX.! 
Ism 0029 IFINST(I).EQ 21 JMAXI 













ISN 0042 IF(LMAX.EQ 0) LNAXKNAX 
ISN 0044 ]MI-I4X1I 
ISN 0045 JMIJM&Xt1 









ISN 0051 DO 400 JIMI.KMAX
 
IS 0052 WINX=P)(DIA4[I)4CIAMIJL)(SORT((LENT(J)) 21 (DIA(II-0IAMIJ}I*
 
I 0.5)-*21)5.0*0.5
0S 0053 IF (THRT(I) LT.1 2*UWGHT(I)IWGhT(J)EW1XI) GO TO 400 
IS. 0055 IF (THATIII CT 3 5(WGHTI)(WGCT(J1N11X)) GO TO 400 
IS" 0057 IF {DIAWJ) GT I 20DIA(I)) GO TO 400 
















150 0068 CALL PERFIN(H.VD0SWPLVREFPF.WFWTISPA,7T4JT,TSL I0AM(0), 
I CLI.IERRI 
IS 0069 IF IERR 1E 0) GO TO 60
 
ISM 0071 NX . NX C I
 












ISM 0078 CALL HISHAT
 
IS3 0079 IFIKX ED 100) GO TO 60
 
ISN 0081 IF(VX CE 0) GO TO 600
 




I .0 5l- -25)0.0 5
 
Ism 0085 IF ITHRTIJ) T 0 37*(NGHT(JIEWGHT(K)CWUNY) GO TO 30
 
IS 0087 IF (THRTIJI.G7 I 25*VGHT(JI&WGT(K)FWINY)) GO TO 300
 
ISM 0089 IF ITHRT(I) LII 2*IWGITII)CWGHTIJ)IGHTIXI1WNXWINYII G0 0 300
 
1S 0091 IF ITHRTLI} G 3.0*(WGHT(I)WGHT(JIWGTtKIXCWIIY)) GO TO 300
 
1SN 0093 IF (OIAK(K) GT I 20DIAMIJI) GO TO 300
 













ISn 0102 Pa=0 
iSm 0103 VOE$0 
IS 0104 CALL PERF (N,HVOESPPLVREFPR,WF,T,tISP *TlOTTSLI)0IAMIt), 
I CLIIERR) 
ISN 0105 IF (jERk NE.OI GO TO 70 
'SN 0107 NX . liX C I 



















ISN 0116 IFIKX E0 1001 GO TO 69
 
'Sn 0118 IFIKX GE 601 G TO 600
 
KSN 0120 69 IF(K GT KHAXI GO 70 300
 
ISN 0122 70 O0 zoo L-JMILMX
 




1 '0 5).*21)*5 0*0 1
 
ISN 0126 IFITHRTIKI LT.0 30*fWGHT(K)&WGMT(LIGWINZI) GO TO 200
 
ISN 0128 IF(THRTiK).GT.l.25*(NGHTIK)&GHTiL)CWINZI3 GO TO 200
 
ISN 0110 IFITHRTIJI LT 0.32*(WGHT(J)LWGHT(KI)WGTILtWINyWINZI)GO TO 200
 
ISM 0132 IRTHtRTIJ).GT I 50*WGHTKJ)CIGHTIK)CNGHT(Li3CINYLEWNZII GO TO 200
 
ISN 0134 IFITHRTI) LT.1 20*iWGT(IC)WGHTJIWGNTIKICWGHTILILNINXMINYGWINZ
 
I )) GO TO 200
 
ISN 0136 IFIHRTIK) GT 3 00V(WGHT(t)CWGHTIJIWGTOIKICWGHTILItWXNXCNINYLVINZ
 
1 0) 00 To 200
 
'SN 0138 IFOOIAMIL) GT 1.2DIARIX)) G0 TO Z00 
ISN 0140 jF(OIAKKI GT 4 0O0AMIL)H GO TO 200 











ISN 0148 VOES O
 
ISM 0149 CALL PERFINH,VOESWPLVREFPR,FWTISPATUTTSL(IthDIA4II),
 
1 CLIIE.R) 
tSN 0150 IFIERR NE 0) GO TO 200 
IS" 0152 NX NXC I 






















TSN 0163 IFIKX EO.100 GO TO 200
 
IN 0165 IFeEX CE 60) GO TO 600
 
ISN 0167 200 CONTINUE
 
isN 0168 300 CONTINUE
 
I.N 01A9 400 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0170 500 CONTINUE
 
15 0171 600 NV NV A NP
 
IS0172 L .NV - NX I I
 
ISN 0173 00 601 J - L.NV
 
I$N 0174 VMW(l.Jl = VNCItJ)
 




ISM 017T END) 
**84*




F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF.MAPNCAL
 






























LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
178 NONDIM NONDIM 17 VENCLE VEHCLE
 
180 H1SREQ HISREO 184 VEHIN VEHIN
 
188 BATCH BATCH IaC SCRACH SCRACH
 
190 SCRACH SCRACH 194 SCRACH SCRACH
 
198 PERF SUNRESOLVED 19C SORT SUNRESOLVEO
 
IAO HISNAT $UNRESOLVED 90 SCRACH SCRACH
 












1EW0461 WARNING - SYOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED 
(17) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 70 1E3f15 26 34
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME, MAINOPT02tLINECNT-44,SOURCE,BC ,ONLISTNOOECKLOADNOAPNOEDIT O.I0NXREF 
ISM 0002 SUBROUTINE NISMAT 
ISN 0003 REAL LENTISP.ISPA
 
ISM 0004 INTEGER*2 VEHNPAD
 
ISM 0005 CDMON/NONDIM/ NUWONSTGHYRSNFAMtNCINPNV
 
ISM 0006 COMEON/VEHCLE/ NPAD(2,60),VEHIA,60),NYP(2,60)
 




ISM 0008 COHONIVEHIN/ IVKNVIS.NHIS.OPT.KODE(40),KODEP(30 IPRPLO50)
 




ISN 0010 COMNON/SCRACH/ LZ(50).NZ(SOVN(2,601,NEHN4,60),NPAX(2,60),
 










ISM 0013 KNS - I
 
ISM 0014 IFINV.EO 0) 0 TO 101
 
IS 0016 DO 100 MJ1INV
 
ISN 0017 IF(VEH(ICKX).NE VEH(EMJI) GO TO 100
 
NSM0019 IFIVEHI2,KXI NE VEH(2,MJII GO TO IO0
 
[SN 0021 IF(VEH(3,KX) NE.VEH(3,NJ)) GO TO 20
 
ISM 0023 IFIVEHI141X NE.VEH(4,J)) 00 TO 30
 
ISN 0025 KX 1 00
 




ISM 0028 20 IF(VEHI3,MJ) ME 0, GO TO 100
 
ISN 0030 IFIKNS E 3) GO TO 100
 
ISN 0032 CFl - EXPIBIIHJ))
 
ISM 0033 KNS - 2
 
ISM 0034 GO TO 100
 
ISN 0035 30 IFEVEH(4,MJ) NE.0I GO TO 100
 
ISN 0037 CF = EXPiBIIHJII
 
[$N 0038 ENS I3 

ISM 0039 100 CONTINUE
 
ISM O00 101 GO TO (200,300,4001, ENS
 




ISM 0043 IFIVEH(3,KX) NE 01 N-3
 
ISM 0045 I FVEHIAX'.NE 0) 14
 
ISM 0047 GO TO 500
 
D-25 




IS" 0050 IFVEH4*KXI HE O) M-2
 
ISN 0052 GO TO 500
 




ISH 0055 So KI-VEH(IIKX)
 
ISN 0056 00 501 1I1,4
 












IsN 0064 501 CONTINUE
 
ESM 0065 1502 DO 503 IEINHIS
 










ISN 0070 IF(WPL.GT WPR(I).AND.IERR ED 0) LZ(13 *
 
1sW 0072 1503 CONTINUE
 






...... END OF COMPILATION 
F8-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFPPAPNCAL
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE."126976,245761 DEFAULT OPTION S) USED
 








NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION KAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 













LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
140 NOGGIN BNOBBI 144 VEHCLE VEHCLE 
148 KISREO HISREO 14C VEHIN VEMIN 
150 BATCH BATCH 154 SCRACH SCRACH 
158 SCRACH SCRACH 15C SCRACH SCRACH 
10 PACK SUNRESOLVEO 164 PERF SUNRESOLVET 
168 EXP SUNRESOLVEO A4 SCRACH SCRACH
 
AD SCRACH SCRACH AC SCRACH SCRACH
 












-- I- , C 
(17) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 70 113/15.27.03 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. MAIN.0PT02.LINICNT=44,SOURCEBCDNDLISTNOOECKLOADNMAPNOEDIT,I0,NOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
 




ISM 0003 - DOUBLE PRECISION MISNAM"
 
ISN 0004 INTEGER'2 LETTLYRMINNPADVEHNMULT
 
ISN 0005 CO.MON/SAVEOP/HISNHfIS0),IBY 
ISN 0006 COhO"N/bONDIhM/ NUHSTGMYRSNFANNCINPNV 
ISN 0007 COMMONYVEHCLEt NPADIZ.60),VEHI4,60),NYP(2,60)

ISN 0008 COHMON/MISSON/ LETTI250),LYR(2SOLTRI50)YRLM(20),NIH(250),NM

ISN 0009 COIION/STAGE/ LSAI4O)ISNR(411.STG(40).SU$(401,NYS4O) ,SUSLS[4O,2),
 






ISN 0011 CDIIONIVEIREC/ RECUR(602021,NMULTI6O.S0),IFLAG
 
ISM 0012 DATA ETRt1HE/
 




ISN 0014 WRITE 16,4010)
 








is" 0019 IFIYRLMIJI.NE 0.0) GO TO 804
 




ISN 0023 IFILETT(J-1) E0 LI WRITE(6,20611 HYRLMHJ)
 
ISN 0025 Go TO 805
 
ISO 0026 804 11 HI IdI
 
IS" 0027 IF II1.LE NV) I 11
 










ISM 0035 X = NMULT(IL

ISM 0036 X - YRLH(J)*X

05 0037 IF III LE NVI III - ETR
 
ISN 0039 IF (II.GT.NVI TR - WTR
 
















ISM 0048 206 FORMT (IXA66X,FIO 04XF10 0. FI0 0,5X,14,4XF5 2,9 , 
I 32HNO LAUNCH VEHICLE CAN ACCOMPLISH)

ISN 0049 2021 FORMAT (52X,14,4X,FS.2.9X,5(A4,IX. )
 
IAN 0050 2061 FORAT I52XI4vXF5.2,9X,32HNO LAUNCH VEHICLE CAN ACCOMPLISH)
 












*8*8* END OF COMPILATION 88* 
D-27 
FB-LEVEL LINKAGE EOITOR-OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF HAPNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZEII1ZSFT6,24576) DEFAULT OPTION(SI USED 






NAuE ORIGIN LENMTH NAME LOCATION HAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
250 SAVEOP SAVECP 254 NONDIM NORDIN
 
258 VENCLE VENCLE ZSC HISSON HISSON
 
260 STAGE STAGE 264 MISREO MISREO
 
268 VEHREC VENREC 26C VENREC VEHREC
 
270 VEHREC VENREC 2T4 IOCOI* SUNRESOLVED
 
ENTRY ADORESS 00 
TOTAL LENGTH 6100
 
****MOX020P NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY
 
E10461 WAS 4BOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED 
EXTERNAL SYMBOL DICTIONARY 
SYMBOL TYPE 10 ADDR LENGTH LO 1o 15.27 4/23/70 
PACK SO 01 000000 000018 
UNPACK LO 000052 of 
ITEM Lo 000096 01 
D-28 
LOC OBJECT CODE ADDRI ADDRZ STHT SOURC STATEMENT FOIFEB69 4/Z3/70 
I * SUBROUTINE PACK I L, H, I, N I 
a. 
3 * THIS ROUTINE PACKS I NOROS IN THE L ARRAY TO THE 
4 * ARRAY M DATA ITEMS L ARE TRUNCATEO ON THE LEFT 
5 * AND ONLY THE N LIW ORDER BITS ARE RETAINED 
6 * PACKEO DATA IN H IS LEFT JUSTIFIED WITH 32/N ITEMS 
7 * PER WORD. 
0000 9 PACK CSECT 
000000 10 USING .,15 USE REG 15 FOR BASE 
O0000 9027 D01C 00010 11 STH 2,7,28(113 SAVE REGS 
000014 9825 1000 00000 12 L 2.5,.0Il LOAO ADDRESSES OF ARGUMENTS 
000008 5844 0000 00000 13 L 4,0(4) I TO REO 6 - NO OF ITEMS TO BE PACKED 
000000 5875 0000 00000 14 L T,0151 N TO REG 7 - NO OF BITS/ITE 
00010 4270 F029 00029 15 STC 7,SHIFT.3 MODIFY SHIFT INST WITH NO OF BITS 
000014 1367 16 LCR 6,7 NO OF BITS SHIFT FOR OECREMENT 
000016 0670 17 BLTR 1,0 I1 FUR COMPARAND 
000011 6I11 18 SR 1,1 ZERO REG I 
000014 4150 0020 00020 19 WORD LA 5,32 LOAD A 32 TO REG 5 FOR COUNT 
0000E 5013 0000 01000 20 ST 1,013) ZERO STORAGE AREA 
000022 5802 0000 00000 21 LOOP L 0,0(21 LOAD DATA TO REG 0 
000026 8C00 0000 
O00OZA IBO0 






SHIFT DATA TO REG 1 
TRUNCATE ON LEFT FOR MOD 2*N 
O0001 8000 5000 1 00000 Z SLDL 0,0151 SHIFT BACK TO PROPER POSITION 
000030 5603 0000 00000 25 0 0,01() OR PACKED WORDTO REG 0 
000034 5003 0000 00000 26 ST 0,0131 STORE BACK TO PACKED AREA 
000038 4122 0004 









INCREMENT DATA ADDRESS 
COUNT DOWNON NO OF ITEMS 
000040 9827 0010 0001C 29 LM 2,7,28(131 RESTORE BEGS 
000044 OTFE 30 BR 14 RETURN 
000046 8656 F022 00022 31 NEXT OEM 5,6,LOOP BRANCH BACK IF SPACE LEFT 
OOOO A 4133 0004 00004 32 LA 3,4(33 OTHERWISE INCREMENT STORAGE ADDRESS 
O0000E 47FO FOIA OOOIA 33 a WDRO AND CONTINUE 
LOC OBJECT CODE ADORI ABORZ STHT SOURCE STATEHENT FOIFEBE69 4/23/70 
35 * SUBROUTINE UNPACK I L, HM, I. N 
36 * 
37 A THIS ROUTINE UNPACKS I WOROS OF DATA FROM THE H 
38 6 ARRAY TO THE L ARRAY WORDS IN L ARE ZEROED AND N 
39 B ARE PLACED RIGHT JUSTIFIED FROM THE PACKED ITS 
40 * ARRAY M. 
41 
42 ENTRY U4PACK 
000052 43 USING ,15 USE REC 15 FOR BASE 
000052 9027 DOIC 001c 44 UNPACK STH 2,7,28I3) SAVE RGS 
000056 9825 1000 01000 45 ON 2,5.0(3) LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARGUMENTS 
OOO05A 5844 0000 00000 46 L 4,014) TO REG 4 N-O. OF ITEMS TO BE PACKED 
0000s 5875 0000 DO000 47 L 7,015) N TO REG 7 - NO. OF BITS/ITE 
000062 4270 F025 00077 468 STC 7,LEFT.3 MODIFY SHIFT INST WITH NO OF BITS 
000066 1367 49 LCR 6,7 NO OF BITS SHIFT FOR OECREMENT 
00006 0670 50 DOTR 7,0 U-1 FOR COMPARAND 
00006A 6150 0020 020 51 OATA LA 5,32 LOAD A 32 TO REG 5 FOR COUNT 
00006E 5813 0000 00000 52 L 1.0(3) LOAD PACKED 0ATA TO REG 1 
000072 100 53 BACK SR O, ZERO REG 0 
000074 000 0000 00000 54 LEFT SLOL 0,0 SHIFT N BITS TO REG 0 
000078 502 0000 00000 55 ST 0,012) STORE IN L 
OOO07C 4122 0004 00004 56 LA 2,4123 INCREMENT STORAGE ADDRESS 
OOO6 4640 F038 0OOBA 57 BCT 4,MORE COUNT DOWN ON NO. OF ITEMS 
000064 9827 DOle 0000C 56 LM 2.7,28113) RESTORE BEGS 
000086 OTFE 59 BR 06 RETURN 
OOO08A 6656 F020 00072 60 MORE DAH 5,6,BACK BRANCH BACK IF MORE DATA 
OOOOSE 4133 0004 00004 61 LA 3.4(30 OTHERWISE INCREMENT DATA ADORESS 
000092 47FO F0O 0006" 62 B DATA AND CONTINUE 
D-29 
-~~l Ifl~~j 
P LOC OBJECT CODE ADORT AD02 STT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIFEB69 4/23/70
 
64 * FUNCTION ITEM I Ht It N ) 
656 







000096 70 USING *,15
 
000096 9025 00kC O000C 71 ITEM STH 2,5,281131 SAVE REGS
 
000094 9824 1000 00000 72 L 2,4O(11 LOAD ADORESSES OF ARCS TO REGS 2,3,4.

000E 5833 0000 00000 13 L 3,0(3) LOAD I TO BEG 3
 
000zA G 74 BCTR 3,0 SUBTRACT 1 FOR I-1
 
O000A4 4100 0020 00020 75 LA 0,32 LOAD A 32 TO REG 0
 
O0008 DEVI 0020 00020 76 SROA 0,32 SHIFT TO REG 1
 
OOOOAC5004 0000 00000 77 0 0,0(4) DIVIDE BY N
 
O000BO 5010 F04E O00E4 78 ST ITEMP NO 
 OF ITENSAORD
 
00004 1803 79 LR 0,3 I-1 TO REG 0
 
O000B6 8800 0020 00020 s0 SROA 0,32 SHIFT TO RIO 1
 
000086 5000 F04E 000E4 81 0 O.TEMP DIVIDE 1-1 BY NO ITEMS/WORO

000BE 1851 82 LR 5,1 SAVE IN REG 5 TO INDEX ARRAY 8
 
000 8650 0002 00002 83 SLA 5,2 MULTIPLY BY 4
 
0000C4 8100 0020 00020 84 SROA 0,32 REMAINDER TO REG I
 
0000CR SC04 0000 00000 85 H 0.04) MULTIPLY 8Y H
 
0000CC 1831 86 LB 3,1 LOAD TO RED 3 TO INDEX SHIFT
 
OOOOCE 5815 2000 00000 87 L 1,015,21 LOAD OATA PROM H ARRAY
 
000002 8910 3000 00000 88 LL - 1,0(3) LEFT ADJUST PROPER ITEM
 
000006 5844 0000 00000 89 L 4,014) LOAD N TO REG 4
 
000D 8000 4000 00000 90 SLOL 0,0(4) SHIFT N BITS TO REG 0
 
00000E 9825 ODIC OOOIC 91 LX 2,5,28(13) RESTORE BEGS
 
OOOOE2 07FE 92 BR 14 RETURN
 






SYMBOL LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCES 4123/70 
BACK 00002 000072 0053 0060
 
DATA 00004 000064 0051 0062
 
ITEM 00004 000096 0071 0069
 
LEFT 00004 000074 0054 0048
 
LOOP 00004 000022 0021 0031
 
MORE 00004 000016 0060 0057
 
NEXT 00004 000046 0031 0028
 
PACK 00001 000000 0009
 
SHIFT 00004 000026 0022 0015
 
TEMP 00004 000E4 0091 0078 0081
 
UNPACK 00004 000057 0044 0042
 
WORD 00004 000018 0019 0033
 





FEE-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE-116976245761 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USEO 
IEWOOOO NAME MOXOIPKIR) 
*'*(HOXOIP NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
(173 OS/360 FORTRAN M DATE 70 113/I5 28 01
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. HAIN.CPT=O2,LINECHT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLISTNODECKLOADNOAPNOEOITIDyNOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PAOCST 
C DETERMINE IF MORE THAN IE PAD NEEDED AT EACH COMPLEX 
C 
ISN 0003 REAL NPERPDNPUSED
 




C STORAGE FOR CHOOZ AND PADOCST
 
ISN 0005 COMNDNONOIM/ NUMDSTGMYRSNFAMNCINPNV
 
ISN 0006 COMMON/VEICLE/ NPAO(2,60 ,VEH(4,60),NYP(2.60)
 




isN 0008 COMMfl/MESSON/ LETT(2501,LYR1250),LTR(50EYRLMI2O),MIN(250),NM
 










ISN 0012 COMMON/SAVELB/ KXK1ENXNCOSTKKZ
 
ISN 0013 COMON/DSCOST/ DS(IO0),SUST(00),NYDOIOO),LYDIIOO),NONRECIEZOZDO
 
ISN 0014 COM4ON'VEHREC/ RECUR6O,20,2),NMULT60,S0),EIFLAG

IAM 0015 CO))ON/SCRACHI TDS1CO) 21(SOO.ZSOOItSEOD)tSAVE(IOI,






IS 0016 WRITE E6,404) NX,W(NX),TDS(NX)IZ(NX)
 
C MORE = NUMBER OF NOOE WHICH HAS BEEN CONSIDERED AS OPT. SDLU.
 
SM 001T DO 355 1 . 1,50
 
ISH 0011 IF (MORE(II.EO NX) GO TO 354
 
1" 0020 IF(MORE(I) NE )iGO 70 355
 
ISN 0022 MOREII) . NX
 
ISM 0023 GO TO 356
 
IS" 0024 355 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0025 357 WRITE 16,3581
 
lSN 0026 GUESS . 0 0
 
ISN 0027 GO TO 359
 
IsN 0028 325 WRITE(6,4011 NXPAD(I).J
 
is 0029 Z(NX) = 20 OE3O
 
ISN 0030 Go TO 55
 
ISM 0031 356 EXTRA = 0 0
 
ISN 0032 IF(NP ED 0) GO TO I
 
ISN 0034 00 320 0 - IMP
 




;SN 0036 NPUSEDI) •O 0
 
1SN 0037 O 322 J * 110
 
ISN 0038 322 NVEHIKJ) . 0
 
C COUNT RNDE0M OF LAUNCHES REQUIRED pR PAD PER YEAR
 
S 0039 00 321 J . I, N
 
is" 0040 IF (YRLMIJ) EC 0.0) GO TO 321
 
'S 0042 K = HINJI
 
ISM 0043 JA - LETTIJ)

[IN 0044 L - LTRIJAI
 
IS 0045 KI - K C NINO(0,ISIG8INV,8V-K))
 
ISM 0046 IF INPAOIL,KIINE I1 GO TO 321
 
ISN 0048 M - LYRIJI
 
ISN 0049 X = NHULT(KIJAI
 
IS" 0050 X = YRLH(JJ*X
 
IS 0051 NpUSEDI) * NPUSED() C X
 
IS 0052 00 323 ME 1,10
 
ISN 0053 OF(NVEHII,ME) EQ KII GO TO 321
 
IS 0055 IF INVEH(1,ME.NE.O) GO TO 323
 
ISM 0057 NVEIHtMME - Kl
 
1S" 0058 Go To 321
 
ISN 0059 323 CONTINUE
 
IS 0060 321 CONTINUE
 
C SEE IF SECOND PAD IS REOUIRED AT ANY FACILITY
 
ISN 0061 00 331 1 1,0
 
ISN 0062 331 RATCH(J3 = 0
 
ISN 0063 00 324 J I
1,MYRS

IS 0064 IF INPUSED(J).GT 2.O*NPERPDI)l GO TO 325
 
IS0 0066 
 IF (NPUSEDIJ) LE NPERPOIOI) GO TO 324
 
ISN 0068 DO 326 K - 1,10

ISN 0069 IF INPSTG(IK).EQ.0) GO TO 329
 
]SN 0071 IF IPSTGCIIK2) I PSTGSIIIK,21LT 001) G0 TO 326
 
IS" 0073 00 327 L = 1,i0
 
ISM 0074 IF INVEHIJL) EQ 0) GO TO 26
 
ISM 0076 LA = NVEH(JL)

ISN 0077 00 328 LB = 1,4 
ISM 0078 IFIVENELOLA) EO 0) 0 TO 327 
IS 0080 IF (VEHILBLAI.NE NPSTG(IK)) GO TO 328 
ISM 0082 00 330 LC - 1,20 
ISN 0083 IF IMATCHILCI EO.0) GO TO 332 
ISM 0085 IF (HATCHILCI EO K) GO TO 333 
ISN 0057 GO TO 330
 
15" 0088 332 NATCHILC) . K
 
IS 0089 JF(LC) . J 
1S1 0090 333 JL(LC) = J 
ISN 0091 GO TO 326
 
iSn 0092 330 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0093 328 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0094 327 CONTINWE
 
ISN 0095 326 CONTINUJE
 
IS0 0096 329 00 334 K - 1,5 
IS0 0097 IF (NPFA(IIK) EQ 0) GO TO 335

ISN 0099 IF IPFAMOEI,K.2) I PFAMS(I,K21 LT. 001) GO TO 334
 
IS 0101 00 336 L . 1,10
 
S 0102 IF (HVEH(JL) EQ 0) 00 TO 334 
IS 0104 LA = NVEH(JL)
IS 0105 00 337 LB • 1,4
 
IS 0106 IF IVENILBLAI 00 0) GO TO 336
 
is" 0108 LD VEHIL8.LA)
 
ISM 0109 00 338 LC • 1,4
 
ISM 0110 IF INFS(LtLC) EQ 01 GO TO 337
 
S 0112 IF INFS(LDtLC3 NO NPFAMNI,K)I GO TO 338 
IS0 0114 KI = -K 
ISM 0115 00 339 LE * 1,20
IsN 0016 IF INATCHILE) EQ 0) GO TO 340
 
0S o118 IF (MATCHILE) Eq KI) GO TO 341
 
IS0 0120 00 TO 339
 
IS" 0121 340 MATCILE) . KI
 
ISN 0122 JFILE) =J
 
ISN 0123 341 JLELE) J
 
ISM 0124 GO TO334
 
IS 0125 339 CONTI WE
 
ISM 0126 330 CONTINUE
 
ISM 0127 337 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0128 336 CONTINUE
 
ISM 0129 334 CONTINUE 
ISN 0130 335 DO 342 K . 1,5 
IS 0131 IF (NPINTL(IK).E0 0) GO TO 324 
ISN 0133 IF (PINTSIIKI,2J.LT .001) GO TO 342 
ISN 0135 00 343 L = 1,10
IS 0136 IF (NVEHIJL).EO.0I GO TO 342 
ISN 0138 LA - NVEH(JL) 
[N 0139 O0 344 LB . 1,3 
IS0 0140 IF (VEH(L8C1,LA).EO 0) GO TO 343 
IS 0142 LC * VERILBLAI 
D-32
 
ISM0143 DO 345 to = 1,4
 
ISN 0144 IF (IFSILC.LO) ED 0) 1 TO 344
 
ISN 0146 IF (NFS(LCLOI NE NPINTL(IX)) 00 TO 345
 
ISN 0148 L - VrIIgLnO ,LA)
 
ISN 0149 jIll 346 LF . 1,4
 
ISN 011D IF INFS(LELF) El 0) Go TO 345
 
]SN Olb2 IF (NFS(LELFI E NpINTUIIK)) GO TO 347
 
ISN 0154 346 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0155 GO TO 345
 
ISM 0156 347 KI --100 - K
 
ISN 0157 00 348 tO . 1,20
 
ISN 0158 IF (MATCHILG) E0 0) GO TO 349
 
ISN 0160 IF IMATCiIILG) E0 KI) GO TO 350
 
ISN 0162 CO TO 348
 
ISM 0163 349 MATCH(LG) - XI
 
ISN 0164 JFILGI . J
 
ISN 0165 350 JLLG = J
 




IS" 0168 345 CONTINUE
 
IBN 0169 344 CONITIMJE
 
ISM 0170 343 CONTINUE
 
ISM 0171 342 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0172 324 CONTINUE
 
C AO EXTRA PAD COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SOLUTION
 
ISN 0173 00 351J - 1,20 
IS" 0174 IF (MATCHIJI EQ 0) GO TO 320 
ISN 0176 IF (HATCEIJ) L7.-100) G0 TO 352 
isN 017 IF IHATCHIJ) LT 0) 00 TO 35 
ISN 0180 K - MATCHJ) 
15 0181 EXTRA - EXTRA I PSTGO(IK2 C PSTGS(tK2) A FLOATIJL(JI-JFIJIII 
ISN 0182 GO TO 351 
ISN 0183 353 K - -ATCHIJ) 
ISM 0184 EXTRA - EXTRA & PFAMD(IK,2) A PFAHS3,KI.21FLOAT(JLJI-JF(J)&tI 
ISN 0185 GO TO 351 
ISN 0186 352 K * -flATCHIJI - 100
 
ISN 0187 EXTRA - EXTRA A PINTS(I,ZI1 * FLOATIJLIJ)-JFI4)C)
 
ISM 0188 351 CONTIJE
 
ISM 0189 320 CONTINUE
 




C AD0 PREVIOUSLY NEGLECTED SUSTAINING COSTS
 
ISN 011 IFLOUT 80 0) GO TO It
 
ISN 0193 00 10I - INO
 
ISN 0194 IF(KOUTII) EQ *.0R.LZIIE EQ 0) GO TO 10
 
ISN 0196 LZ(I* 0
 
ISN 0197 DO 8 J * INH
 
ISN 0198 LN = HIN(JI
 
ISN 0199 00 6 K. ,20
 
IS 0200 IFINOIkEC(LH.I ED 0) GO TO 8
 
I$N 0202 IFININREC(LMK) NE II GO TO 6
 
ISN 0204 LY . LYR(J)
 
ISN 0205 LZ(I) = MAXOILZCIILY-NYOII&I)/KI)
 
ISN 0206 6 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0207 8 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0208 XX = LZ(fl*KI
 
ISM 0209 EXTRA . EXTRA & XX*SAVS(LTT
 
ISM 0210 IF(OSII) GE..5I CO TO 10
 
ISN 0212 EXTRA = EXTRA A DSI1)
 
ISM 0213 10 CCNTINUE
 
ISM 0214 CALL PACK(LZNOE(INX,NU,41
 
ISM 0215 WRITE(6,405) EXTRA
 
ISN 0216 11 IF IEXTRA LT..001 GO TO 354
 
ISN 0210 TOSINXI - TOSIX) 9 EXTRA
 
ISN 0219 Z(X) = ZINX) I EXTRA
 
ISN O220 GUESS - ZINX) 
ISN 0221 WRITE 16,210) GUESS
 
ISN 0222 GO TO 55
 
ISN 0223 354 NRITE16,402) Z1fX)
 




ISN 0226 55 EXTRA - 100 0 
ISN 0227 RETURN
 
ISN 0228 210 FORMAT II2H NEU GUESS .. F12.21
 
ISN 0229 358 FCRMAT(36HOORE THAN 50 NODES HAVE SEEN TESTED)
 
ISN 0230 401 FORMAT (26IOPOSSIBLE SOLUTION AT N0DEI449" NOT FEASIBLE. MORE TN
 
1AN 2 PADS NEEDED AT CINPLEXIX.A4,BH IN yEAR, I3
 
ISN 0231 402 FCRNAT(49HO THIS ASSICNRENT IS OPTIMUM AT A TOTAL COST OFFI2 21
 
ISN 0232 403 FORMAT 18HOEXTRA PAD COSTS -, FlO 21
 








. END OF COMPILATION *.**
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LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTIOM LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
298 NONOIR NDNDIM 29C VENCLE VENCLE
 
ZAO STAGE STAGE 2A4 MISSON HISSON
 
ZAS PADS PATS 2AC PADS , PADS
 
200 PADS PADS 2B64 HOME CHOOZE
 
280 SAVEPT SAVEPT 2B0 SAVELB SAVELD
 
ZCO DSCOST OSCOST 2C4 VEHREC VEHREC
 
2C8 VEHREC VEHREC 2CC VEHREC VEHREC
 
20O SCRACH SCRACH 2D4 SCRACH SCRACH
 
208 SCRACH SCRACH 2D PACK SUNRESOLVED 
ZEO BCOHW SUNRESOLVED 1C SCRACH SCRACH 









IEW046I WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED 
D-34 
1171 051360 FORTRAN H DATE 70 113115 28.41 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. AII,0PT.02,LINECNT.44,60SRCESC0,NDLIST,NOOEC.,LOAOOMPl0E0ITIONORREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PERP(NM,VDESWPLVREFPREF,N,WI 
ERR) I 
ISM 0003 REAL ISP,INCL 
IS 0004 INTEGER COUNTERR 
ISN 0005 DIMENSION PF(N)WI(N),ISpNITHRINI 
IS 0006 DATA PIG /3 1s1593,32 174/ 
ISN 0007 K NN 
I3N 0008 K00E . 0 
1SN 0009 . ERR - 0 
ISN 0010 
ISN 0011 
V - VOE 5 
NL - 0 
ISN 0012 IF IPREF) 30,30.10 
ISN 0013 10 NPL - PREP 
ISP 0014 30 DO 100 COUNT . 1,50 
ISN 0015 W - WpL 
ISN 0016 DO 40 IPI,K 
ISN 0017 
ISM 0018 
40 W - WC.WF(II&I(I)
WLO.-
ISM 0019 VIOL . 0 
ISN 0020 00 50 I.I,K 
IS 0021 W - W-WF(II 
IS 0022 IF IWBI 45,45,48 
ISM 0023 45 ERR=2 
ISM 0024 0. TO 120 
IS 0025 48 VIOL , VIOLG*ISP(II*ALCGCW/VBI 
IS 0026 50 V . Wl-Ill) 





IF (PREF) 70,70.60 
VLOSS . VIOL-VREF 
ISE 0030 AD 10 97 
S 0031 70 TO - 0 
ISn 0032 00 00 I11,K 
IS 0033 80 TO = TB&FII IS(II/THR(I) 
IS 0034 VX * WI * EXP (VOES'ISPIKI/G) 
ISM 0035 TO * TI - (X-BI*ISP(KJ/THR(K) 
IS. 0036 TOM * TSL/LO 
158 0037 IF (TOW AT I 51 TOM - 1.5 
ISP,THRTSLDIA,INCL,
 
IS" 0039 VLOSS = 6800 V(2.-TOW) G 2800 *ETHRII)/TSL-I.) 
* A 5E6*PI*DIA**Z/WLOE4 1 EXP(TB/125.) -1530 *COS(INCL/S7 2961 
ISN 0040 90 0EL. VIDL-VtCSS-VREF-V 
IS 0041 NPL = NPLL(WPLCNIIK))*DELV/15PIKIG*(I flB/IWBCWFIK)Il 
ISM 0042 IF (AISIOELV)-1 1 95,95,100 
ISN 0043 95 IF (KODE) 110,96,110
 
ISN 0044 96 PREF . WPL
 
ISN 0045 97 V VOE5 
ISN 0046 K * Nam 
ISN 0041 RODE I 
ISM 0048 NpL * 0. 
IS 0049 100 CONTINUE
 
IS 0050 ERR , 3
 
ISV 0051 GO TO 120
 
ISN 0052 110 IF IWPL LT.0o.) ERR 1
 




END OF COMPILATIO N
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CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION HARE LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
PERF 00 5CE 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 












[EN0461 WARNING - SYM30L PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL rEFERENCE, HCAL WAS SPECIFIED
 
117) OS/356 FORTRAN H DATE 70 113/15 29 10
 
COMPILER OPTINA - NAME- MAINOPT.0, LINCNT-44, SOURCE.BCD,NOLISTNODECKeLOAD,NONAPNEDIT,0,NOXREF 
ISN 0002 SURROUTINE PRINT 
C *.PRINT OUT DECISION COST CATEGORIES*-* 
C 
ISN 0003 - INTEGER2 NONRIECLYDNPFAMNPSTGNPINTLNPNTIU 
ISN 0004 COUIQON1.ONDIM/ NUMINSTGMYRS,NFAMNCINP.NV

ISN 0105 COH.ON/STAE/ LSA(401,SNR(41),STG(401,SUS(40),NYS(40),SUSLS(4O.2I,
 
1 NFS(4041 
ISM 0006 CMMNRO/DSCOSTI OSIIIOISUSTilOOINYD( O),LYDUOOlhNONRECII20,20)

ism 0007 COMM/NINTI NFML(40),NFMU(4OtDINT40,SINT(40),SINTLSIAO,2I
 
ISN 0008 COMMONFAMILY/ MCEF(30),FNRI301,FMSUS(30),FMSLS(30,2),FA(30I
 




ISN 0010 CONMON/SCRACH/ NATIOOILYFI3IhNYF(30),MAF(3,3), 
I MAIC(4O,31MAPF(30,SMhAPSI3O. IO)HAPI30,51 ,UMMY(4O45,I
2 HAS4,3), VM(2.1201 
C 
ISN 0011 WRITE16,2111 
ISN 0012 00 925 I = INUID 
ISN 0013 J-ATII) 
ISN 0014 IF (J.LT -4001 GO TO 9071 
ISN 0016 IF (J LT -300) GO TO 9072 
ISN 0018 IF (J.LT -2001) GO TO 9018 
ISN 0020 IFEJ LT -100) 00 TO S45 
ISN 0022 IF(J LT 01 GO TO 340 
ISN 0024 00 9073 K . 1.3 
ISM 0025 IF (NASIJ,KI NE 11 GO TO 9073 
ISN 0027 IFIK ED 11 WRITEI,20B1 ISNRIJISUSIJ),STG(JtNYO(I(,LD(O) 
(SN 0029 IFIK E0.2) WRITE(6,9074) IOSII),SUST(IISTGIJ),NYD(II)LYO(II 
IS 0031 FIK.EO 1N)RITE6,907) I.OSIIISUSTIlZSTGIJI.NYD(I),LYO()I 
tIN 0033 BE TO 925 
ISN 0034 9073 CONTINUE 
[SN 0035 340 JX--J 
ISN 0036 00 9076 K - 13 
ISN 0037 IF (MAFIJXXI NE I) GO TO 9076 
ISN 0039 IF IX ED 1) WRITE6209) I,FMNRIJX),FNSUS(JX).FAHIJXI.NYD(l), 
1 LYDII) 
ISN 0041 IF (K ED 2) RITE(6907) IDS(I)SUST(I),FAM(JXI,NYDII),LYD(I) 
ISN 0043 IF (K EO.31 WRITE(6t9O781 IOS(I),SUST(Il)FMiJXINYDToLYD(II 
ISN 0045 0 TO 925 
ISN 0046 9076 COITINUE 






ISN 0050 00 9079 K 1,3 

ISN 0051 IF (MAICJXI.K ME 1) GO TO 9079
 
tIN 0. 3 IF IK EO 1) NRITE(6t201
 
I I.O]NTiJXlSINTIJX),FA8IJYI ,F.IJZINY(I .LYI)
 








ISN 0059 GO TO 925
 
ISN 00t0 9079 CONTINUE
 
[SN 0061 9018 JX = -J - 200 
ISN 0062 00 9082 K - 1.5 
ISN 0063 IF IMAPFIJXSKI *E.I) GO TO 9082 
ISN 0065 KX = NPFAMIJX,K) 
ISM 0066 ORITEI6,9083) ,0S(Il),SUST(IlFAH(KXXPAOIJXINYDII3,LYDIII 
ISN 006O T0 9250 
ISN 0068 9082 CONTINUE 
ISN 0069 9072 JX - -J - 300 
TS 0070 DO 9084 K . 1,10 
ISN 0011 IF IMAPSIJXK) NE.0 GO TO 9084 
ISN 0013 KX = NPSTG(JXK) 
IsN 0014 WRITT(A,90851 1,05111SUSTI I.STG(KXIPADIJXNYDII .LYO( 0 
ISO 0015 GO TO 925 
1s 0016 9084 CONTINUE 
[SN 0017 9071 JX - -J - 400
'SN 0078 009086 •1.5
&K 
ISO 0019 IF (HAPI(JX.KI NE II GO TO 9086 
ISN 0081 IX = NPINYL(JXKl 
ISN 0082 KY NPINIU(JXKI
 
ISN 0083 IRITE(6.9OB70IOSII ,SUST(I),FAMIKXIFAHIKYIpAD(JXIhYD(IILYOII)
 
ISM 0084 GO TO 925
 
IS 0085 9086 CONTINUE
 




Ism 0088 208 FORMAT (I4,6X,2F12.2,5XA4,IXI4HSTAGE HARWARE.29X1I3,9X,I3 
ISN 0089 209 FORMAT (I4,6X,2FI2 2,5XA,1X,0I5HSHARE0 HAROARE,28X,13.9X.131 
ism 0090 210 F0RKAT(0AbX,2FIZ ,SX91I5HINTEATION OF .A4.SH AND . 4v 
1 9H NARDWAREII,1I3.9X,13) 
ISM 00OL 211 FORMAT(25HOUANTITIES BRANCHEO UPON/1H0IIX,IHOEVELOPMENT,25X 
1 OOISUSTAININGSOXIOHYEAR AVAIL,2X,9HLAST YEARM) 
IS3 0092 9074 FORMAT (14,6X,2F12.2,5X,A4,lX,9HSTAGE ETR,34X.13,9X,1) 
ISM 0093 9075 FORMAT (84,6X.2FI? 2.5X.A4,X0.STAGE RTR.345X,3,9X13 
ISN 0094 9077 FORMAT (14,6X,2F02 25XA04.tX,10SHARE0 ETR,33X,13,9X131 
ISN 0095 9078 FORMAT (14,61X.2FI2 2,5XA4,IXIOSHARED WTR,33X13,9X,031 
ism 0096 9080 FORMAT (146",2FI.2,SXI5HINTEGRATION OF ,A4,51 AND ,A4,4M ETR, 
1 I.X, 13,9X,.13) 
iSN 0097 9081 FORMAT (I4,6X.2FI2.2,5X,15HINTEGRATION OF ,",5H AND A4,4H MTR, 
1 2X.13,9X,I3J 
ism4 0098 8083 FORMAT (l4,6X,2F02 2,5544,t4114HAE0 AT FAD ,AAv2l1iI3v9XvI33 
TSN 0099 9085 FORMAT (14,6X,2F2 2.5X,A4,1X.13HSTAGE AT PAD ,A4,26XI3t9X,13I 
IS 0100 9087 FORMAT (14,6X,2F12 2,5X,15HINTEGRATION OF ,A4,5H AND .A4,1X, 
1 THAT PO .A4,BXI3,9XZ3) 
IsN 0101 END 





VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE.(126976,24576
 
FE-LEVEL. LINKAGE EDITOR OTIION' SPECIFIED LIST.XRFtMPAFNCAL


































 T INT lT
 370 OSCOST OSCOST 

37C PADS PADS
 378 FAMILY FAMILY 
 384 PADS PADS
 380 PADS PADS 

388 SCRACH SCRACH 











*RE'MDXOZPR NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY
 
NCAL WAS SPECIFIEDAN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE.
TEW0461 WARNlING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS 












C STORAGE FOR MAIN, DECISR. STGIfUM. CAPABL, AND AVAIL
 
0004 COMON/VEHCLE/ NPAD( Z,,VEH(6OI ,NYP(2.OI
 










C STORAGE FOR MAIN. DECISN. AN SGIU
 
0007 COD ON/tNT/ NFL(40INFMU40),DINTA40SIT[40),SINTLS(40,2
 
















0013 COMMDN/REUSBL/ IUISO ,UPPIsO)
 




0015 COM4BO//SCRACHI STOYNW( 40 201 STGNAXI4OvZDi }RINTMX(40tZ0)s
1 4NO3),OUN(I60JI




0016 IF (IFLAG 11.1) CO TO 621
 
C FIND MAX RN OF EACH STAGE AND INTEGRATION POSSIBLE
 
0017 00 661 1 - 1.NSTG
 
0018 NUSEI) - 0
 
0019 DO 661 J-IHYRS
 
0020 STGYTR(SJI) * 0.0
 
0021 661 STGYTR(IJ,2E = 0 0
 
0022 IF(NCI EO 0) GO 70 665
 
0023 00 662 I = 1.NCI
 
0024 DO 662 J = IMYRS 
0025 662 RINTYR(IJ, = 0 0
 
0026 665 D 650 1 - 1,NM
 
0027 IF(yRLMESI 00 0 01 GO TO 650
 
002 J . LYRGIl
 
D-38 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1. MOD 4 STGNUOR DATE = 70113 15/45/28 
0029 JX LETTII)
 
0030 K = LTR(JXI
 
C NSAVE I SAVE INDICATE IF THAT STAGE OR INTEGRATION HAS ALREADY BEEN
 
C COUNTED FOR MISSION N4
 
0031 00 9003 IZ = 1,40
 
0032 HSAVE(IZ) = 0
 
0033 9003 ISAVE(IZI 0
 
0034 00 650 IV = INV2
 
0035 IF(ITEX(VN(1,1)IV,ll EO ) GO TO 650
 
0036 31 = IV + MINOIO.ISIGNINVINV-IV)l
 
0037 X = NMULTIIIJX)
 
0038 00 649 HS - 1,4
 
0039 IA = VEMt(HI1)
 
0040 IFIA EO.0) 00 0 650
 
0041 IFIASAVE(IA) EQ 1) 00 TO 644
 
0042 STGYTR(IAJK) . YRLMII)-X + STGYTRIIA,J,K)
 
0043 MSAVE(IA) . 1
 
0044 644 IF(NCI FO 0) GO TO 649
 
0045 IFH5 E.41 GO TO 650
 
0046 0F(VEH("S+III0.E0.00 GO TO 650
 
0047 Li = VEHIHS+1,I1)
 
0048 00 645 9I - hNCI
 
004B9 IF(ISAVE I) EQ.4) 60 TO 645
 
0050 DO 66 KY - 1,4
 
0051 IFINFLIII) NE NFS(IAKY)) 60 TO 646
 
0052 00 647 KZ * 1,4
 






0056 GO TO 65
 






0O6 649 CONTINUE 
0061 650 CONTINUE 
0062 DO 668 I * INSTG 
0063 R 66 . I YRS 
00M 668 STGYHWII,J) * SIGYTR(I.J.1) + STGVTRIIJ,2) 
G065 Go TO 613 
C DETERHINE NUMBER OF EACH STAGE AND INTEGRATION USED IN LAST ITERATION BY YEAR 
0066 621 00 623 I-1NSTG 
0067 00 623 J"I.MYRS 
0068 0 623 .. I.2 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 STGNUK DATE - 70113 15/45/28-­
0069 STGHAX(ITJK) - STGYTRIIJK) 
0070 623 STGYTRIJKI) C 0
 
0071 IF I104I.EO 0) GO TO 9000
 
0072 DO 624 I=INCI
 




0075 624 RINTYR(0,J) * 0.0
 
0076 9000 DO 622 J.1,N
 
0077 IF(Y&LM(J) EQ 0.0) G0 TO 6QZ
 
0078 II = *INWJ)
 
0079 I . I1 + MINO(0,ISIGN(NVNV-11)
 
0080 K = LYR(J)
 
0081 JX . LETTIJI
 
0082 ITR = LTRIJX)
 
0083 X - NNULT(IJX
 
0084 00 625 MS . 1.4
 
0085 L . VEHINS.I)
 
0086 IF (L.EQ 0) GO TO 622
 
00.8I STGYTRCL.K. ETk) I STGVTRO.,K,ITRO YRLH(J'*X
 
0088 IF INCI EQ.0) GO TO 625
 
0089 IF (MS EO.40 GO TO 622
 
0090 IF IVEH(MS ,I1).0O 0) GO 70 622
 
0091 LI = VE.IHS.l,0l
 
0092 00 626 MI*4.1CI
 
0093 GO 627 KYI1,4
 
0094 IFINFNL(8I) NE NFSEL.KY)I GO TO 627
 
0095 DO 628 KZ - 1,4
 






0099 GO TO 626
 








0104 IF INC[ E0 0) GO TO 9001
 
0105 DO 60 I1INCI
 
0106 00 691 J-IIYIRS
 
0107 691 IF(RINTYR(IJ) EQ 0 O)RINIYR(I.J) = RINTMX(IJ)
 
0108 90. O I7 I 0.04ST6
 
0109 0O 676 J I.1YR5
 
0110 DO 676 K = 1,2
 





FORTRAN IV G LEVEL I MOD 4 STGNUM DATE . 70113 15/45/28 






0114 4101 FORMAT IIHO,4X, 401HE OPTIMUM SOLUTION HAS BEEN OETERINED)
 




C DETERMINE HARDWARE CCSTS BY YEAR BASED ON LAST ITERATION
 
0117 677 OD 8013 1 - INSTG
 
0118 KLUEI[] = 0
 
0119 00 8014 J = 1.MYRS
 
0120 IF(STGYTRI,J,l) GT 0 01 OR STGYTR(ItJ,).GT. 01) KLUEII) 





0123 IFIKLUE(I) E0.1) GO TO 8013
 
0124 DO 8016 J - IfYRS
 








C ADD INITIAL REUSABLE PURCHASE PRICE TO 0EV. COST OS
 
0129 673 DO 710 I - INSTG
 
0130 IFINU(I).EQO) 00 TO 710
 
0131 IF(IFLAG GE I AND NU(ll GE 0) GO TO 710
 
0132 IF[IFLAG 80 0 GO TO 709
 
0133 hUS(I} . Null
 
C THE FOLLOWING CARD IS USEO IF TOE PROGRAM ITERATES ON INITIAL QUANTITY
 




0134 '709 NI : 1AS(I1I)
 
0135 X * IABSINUIII)
 
0186 Y * NUS()
 




C HAKE ADJUSTMENT FOR BATCHING OVER YEARS
 
0139 DO 663 I - 1,NSTG
 
0140 IF (INBY(I) E0.1) GO TO 663
 
0141 IA = 2
 




014 666 00 664 J- IAI8
 
0145 IF (J GT MYRS) GO TO 700
 
0146 664 STGYH.([,ICI - STOYhW(I,IC) + STGYNN(IJ)
 
0147 TOO DO 667 J - IA.1
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 SIGNUI DATE * 70113 15/45/28 
0148 IF (J GT MYRSI GO T 663
 
0149 667 STGYHWIIJ) * STGYW(IC)
 
0150 IA IA + NBYII)
 
0151 18 * IB + NBY)
 
0152 IC IC + HOBYI)
 




0155 D0 9002 I = INSTG
 
0156 IF(KLUEIII 00 0) GO TO 9002
 
0157 D0 9002 J = IMYRS
 
0158 IF(STGYTR(IJ,l LT..OII STGYTR(I,J,Il- STGMAXIIJI)
 
0159 IF ISTGyTRI,J,).LT..O) STGYTRII,J,2) STGMAXIIJ.2)
 




C DETERMINE VEHICLE RECURRING COSTS BY YEAR ANO LAUNCH SITE
 
0162 00 632 I=,NV
 
0163 00 635 J=I,HYRS
 
01i4 RECUR(IJl) = 0 0
 
0165 65 RECURIIJ,2) 0 0
 
0166 00 633 AS - 1.4
 
0167 K . VEH(MSI)
 
0168 IF fX E0 0) GO TO 632
 
0169 00 634 J3 8,8yR5
 
0170 IF (STGY.(KJ).LT 0 001) GO TO 634
 
0171 IF (HOOE(KI).NE 0) 60 TO 8015
 
0172 HR . SR(KI A STGYM IKJ) .* PLC(Kl 
0173 GO TO 8010 
0174 8015 LX : 0D0E(KI) 
0875 IF (STGYHO(I(,JI.LE FOJILXI)) HDWR SRJILX,1)/STGYh(KJ) 
076 IF (STGY04 IKtJ) GT.pOJ(LX)) MDW1 * SRJ(LX2)+SRJ(LX,31/STGYM IKJ) 
0077 8010 DO 692 L - 1,2 
0178 IF(STGYTR(t.J,L E0 0 0) GO TO 692
 
0179 H -L, + I
 




0182 GO TO 692
 
0183 8011 LX . MODEIKHId
 
0184 IFISTGYTR(KJ ,L) LE.P0J(LX)I RECUR(I,J ,L) - RECUR(lJ .L)
 
I + SRJ(LXI)/STGYTRIKJ .L) . HDWR
 
0185 IF ISTGyTR(KJ .L]Gr FOJILX)) RECURII, tLI" RECUI(0,J .L) +
 








FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 STGNUM 

0188 IF (NCI EQ.0) GO TO 633
 
0189 IF (HS E 41 GO TO 632
 
0190 IFIVEH(S+1I) ED 0) GO TO 632
 
0191 KI - VEHI4S+llI
 
0192 DO 636 LtNCI
 
0193 00 637 KYl.4
 
0194 IF INFNLIJ) NE NFS(KKYI) GO TO 637
 
0195 00 638 RZ = 1,4 
0196 IF (NFMU(L) EO NFS(KIKIZI) GO TO 639 
0197 636 CONTINUE 
0198 637 CONTINUE
 
0199 GO TO 636
 
0200 639 0 640 J . I.MYRS
 
0201 IF(RINTYRILJ E0.0 0) GO TO 640
 
0202 NOR . RINT(IUSRINTYRILJ)PLCIITILU 
0203 RECURII.J.11 RgCUR(IJ.I) + NONR 















DATE . 70113 15/45/28
 
FORTRAN IV 0 LEVEL 1, M0 4 STGNUN DATE - 70113 15/45/28 
TOTAL MEMORYREQUIREMENTS 001674 BYTES 
FI8-LEVEL LINJAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALHAP 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED- SZE=1126976,24576) DEFAULT OPtIONIS) USED 









































.*..OXO2SN NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC HESSACE DIRECTORY
 








FFNo 665 Aug 65
 
